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Abstract
This thesis presents research that focuses on supporting seeking tasks within spoken
word collections. Existing literature argues that different types of seeking tasks exist.
Difficulties associated with finding relevant information are connected to the size of the
collection, individual experience, how well a collection is known and the type of informa-
tion in the collection. Most seeking studies typically focus on text and music information.
The aim of this work is to investigate seeking behaviour within spoken word audio col-
lections. Existing studies indicate that using visualisation techniques as a presentation
method for collections may be an effective solution and support the different types of
common seeking tasks. These techniques are applied to spoken word collections in this
work.
Difficulties commonly associated with visualisation methods are that of visual over-
load and representing multi-dimensional information. Visual overload occurs when the
amount of visual information present is too large for users to process. Multi-dimensional
information collections are difficult to represent as the number of relationships within
the collection can be highly complex making the visualisation difficult to create, and
to navigate. Both difficulties can increase the time and error rate of finding relevant
information.
In this research, Personal Audio Work Space (PAWS), and, later, the PAWS II in-
terfaces, were designed with the aim of supporting seeking tasks within spoken word
collections. The features of PAWS and PAWS II attempt to improve performance in
seeking tasks by increasing the number of modalities and providing additional support
for navigation. There is a particular emphasis on supporting and extending individuals’
natural capabilities. PAWS and PAWS II were tested empirically, and the results are
presented in this thesis. They indicate that the organisation of a collection is an im-
portant factor when performing seeking tasks. They also indicate that the simultaneous
ii
presenting multiple sounds enhances seeking performance when the sought keywords are
known.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Digital information collections, both personal and public, continue to increase both in
size and diversity. The number of collections available to the general public is grow-
ing, with institutions such as the BBC [1, 2, 3] and Denmark’s national broadcaster
DR [4] making their radio and TV archives available to the general public, as well as the
increase in digital libraries. A continuing self-publishing trend coupled with improved
possibilities of sharing and creating information has meant that information spaces such
as MySpace [5], YouTube [6], and Flickr [7] continue to grow in size and attract new
users, both as creators and collectors of information. The way in which public and per-
sonal collections interact with each other indicates that the expansion and diversity of
public and personal collections are linked. With the growing availability of collections
as information resources, greater possibilities of storing personal information in digital
form, and personal computers having more storage space [8], individuals have potentially
large personal multi-media collections.
There are a number of reasons the increase in information collections has occurred.
Firstly, people want to have information at their fingertips [9]. The use of online forums,
discussion sites, blogs and websites are well-known methods individuals use to make de-
cisions about from a range of choices, such as what products to buy, where to go on
1
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holiday, what company to work for and what education to pursue. Other forms of data
searching include using websites to find details such as addresses, phone numbers, maps,
and timetables. Secondly, people want to express their creativity and individuality by
producing information, such as pictures, music and text and, in some cases, share their
efforts with appreciative communities. Finally, technology for supporting content gen-
eration is cheap, easily available, and easy to use [10]. An implication of the improved
technology is that now more people are able to contribute to information collections.
Previously, information stored in a permanent form (e.g., CDs, books, and film) was pro-
duced by a relatively small group of individuals, such as musicians, writers, broadcasters,
publishers, and researchers. This meant that there was a limit to how much permanent
information could be produced, as relatively few people were creating it. Information
was expensive to publish and all information was reviewed prior to release. Casual users
acted as consumers of information, not creators. Now, casual users are becoming creators
of information as well as consumers.
The growing amounts of information is associated with a number of difficulties. In
1945, Bush [11] stated that the amount of information was increasing in such a way that
academics were, at that time, unable to read all of the material related to their field, and
in some cases were unable to find all of it. He referred to this problem as information
overload. Later, Woods et al. described three different ways in which people could
experience data overload [12]: clutter, or just too much “stuff”; a bottleneck (i.e., not
enough time to read available data); and knowing what information was relevant before
a task was defined. Later, Denning [13] described a similar problem known as infoglut.
Infoglut can be described as “cheap, digital information that is created faster than it
can be processed by individuals”. This means that, similar to information overload and
data overload, people cannot keep up-to-date with all relevant information. Infoglut
is part of a larger glut in communication technology where people are inundated with
information, such as e-mail, voicemail, SMS messages, newspapers, and TV. Another
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difficulty associated with information overload is that of screening information. Not all
information that is created is wanted. Examples of unwanted information include spam
e-mail, pop-up advertising and malicious software. As a result of information overload,
the time it takes to find relevant information can increase dramatically, while the number
of relevant results found and the level of satisfaction with the results can decrease. The
worse case scenario of not locating the right information at the right time is perhaps
less important for casual users; however, businesses will suffer costs in both time and
money, and for health care professionals and counter-terrorism failing to find the right
information at the right time can be deadly.
1.1 Spoken Word as an Information Resource
Spoken word documents are information objects that contain spoken textual information,
such as speeches and interviews, in their original audio form. In some cases spoken word
documents include other forms of audio information, such as music and sound effects.
The internal structure of a spoken word document can be highly organised, with clear
introductions, sections and conclusions, it can consist of just free-flowing speech, or be a
combination of the two. Spoken word documents come in a variety of topics and are used
for entertainment, work, and education purposes. Different terms to describe spoken word
information are used, including oral history [14, 15], spoken text [16], speech-as-data [17],
speech [18], spoken audio documents [19], and spoken documents [20, 21, 22, 23]. For
this thesis, all information that is presented in speech is referred to as a spoken word
document, where a spoken word collection contains more than one spoken word document
and may have either an implied or a stated organisation scheme.
There are a number of reasons the creation and accessing of spoken word documents
as well as the number and types of user are increasing. For example, spoken word
documents are easy, inexpensive, and quick to produce, making them a popular format
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for entertainment and for supporting education [24] and company training [25]. Creating
spoken word documents is a popular way to capture tacit information [26], to support
everyday memory [27, 8, 28], and to accurately record details from interviews, focus
groups, and lectures. With Internet phone services, such as Skype [29], becoming a
popular and inexpensive way to keep in touch with others, it is possible to record and store
these conversations by using applications such as Kishkish Sam [30] and HotRecorder [31].
Following the self-publishing trend of blogging, audioblogging allows people to share their
ideas through the audio medium [32]. In 2004, a group of audiobloggers began to use RSS
technology [33] to allow casual users to automatically download the updated version of
the audioblog that they had subscribed to. The combination of RSS technology with an
audioblog is known as a podcast [34] (for videos, it is known as vodcasts). Recently, digital
libraries consisting of collections of spoken word documents are being made accessible
to the general public [14, 35, 4, 1]. With all of the spoken word collections available,
and different uses for spoken word documents, people have more possibilities to create
personal spoken word collections than before. This implies that understanding how
people find spoken word documents and how to support these behaviours is an important
factor in providing tools that support seeking within both public and personal spoken
word collections.
Traditionally, the difficulties of using spoken word documents have been in accessing
the information once created [36], scanning it, and extracting relevant information from
it [37]. The difficulties are due partly to the transient and temporal nature of audio [36].
This implies that, a spoken word document takes longer to process and to search than a
written text because a user cannot determine whether it contains the “right” information
before listening to it. Additionally, a user must follow the pace dictated by the speaker of
the document. In order to improve accessibility and ease of use of spoken word documents,
a number of strategies have been suggested. Firstly, to transcribe spoken word documents
to text and then to use text-based tools to extract information. Secondly, to preserve
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the spoken word document in its audio form and provide better tools for accessing the
audio content. Thirdly, a hybrid of the two approaches.
In many cases spoken word documents are transcribed to text, with the audio record
either no longer available or stored in a different place than the text [15]. A reason for
this strategy could be a lack of tools allowing users to work effectively with spoken word
documents in their original audio format. When spoken word documents are transcribed
to text, text-based tools may be used to explore the information. This has the advantage
that the time spent to locate wanted information may be reduced and that many tools
exist to support seeking tasks in text-based information. This approach has a number
of difficulties. Firstly, transcription is a long, tedious, and error-prone task. A one-hour
recording takes approximately six hours to transcribe [22]. One approach to reduce the
time to transcribe speech is to use automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques, which
automatically transcribe spoken word to text [38]. However, this is difficult to perfect
for a number of reasons, such as: tone of speaker, dialect, accent, rate of speech, and
number of speakers [39]. Also, representing a spoken word document visually means that
certain data will be lost during the transcription process. Examples difficulties are how
to represent a pause, and what to include in the text when more than one person is
speaking at one time.
Recently, arguments for retaining spoken word in its original form have been made by
different groups of users, such as oral historians [15] who consider spoken word documents
to be historical artefacts, casual users who prefer listening to the documents, than reading
them, and those who are either not able to read (i.e., the visually impaired), or do not
want to read (i.e., users who are on the move). Tools have been created that aim to
support better access to spoken word collections in their original audio form. One type
of tool combines ASR techniques with text queries. For example, users enter a text query,
this query is matched against a spoken word collection using ASR, and relevant titles
of results are then displayed in lists. Users select a title, and the original spoken word
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document is produced, not a text transcript of the spoken word document. Example
tools are TVEyes [40] and Podzinger [41]. Other tools that improve access to the audio
content within a spoken word document are SpeechSkimmer [36] and DiMaß [42]. These
tools introduce different audio processing techniques that speed-up the audio playback
without reducing the intelligibility of the information.
The third approach is to use a hybrid of the spoken word document and its corre-
sponding text transcription. Research shows that many users of spoken word collections
take notes to aid them [37], which even though incomplete, proved helpful when searching
for relevant information. With this in mind, collections such as the Shoah Foundation [14]
and the National Gallery of Spoken Word (NGSW) [35] combine audio content with par-
tial transcripts that can be searched. In this way, they combine the benefits of being able
to scan text with the richness of information offered by audio recordings. However, it is
not certain that all user groups would create a partial transcript of their whole collection
unless the perceived benefit was high.
1.2 Thesis Aims
The motivation of this work came from a combination of personal experiences of tran-
scribing interviews and focus groups for analysis purposes, a discussion with the Dansk
Folkemindesamling [43], and the observation that a potentially valuable information re-
source was being overlooked, possibly due to the difficulties of accessing the information.
A number of user types frequently use spoken word collections, and recently, with the
increase in spoken word collections in the form of podcasts, a new generation of users
is becoming interested in this type of information collection. Improving the accessibility
of these collections should increase their use and hopefully enable both the original and
new user groups to gain better access to spoken word collections.
The overall aim of this thesis is to better understand how seeking tasks in personal
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spoken word collections may be best supported while retaining spoken word documents
in their original audio format. This work concentrates on seeking tasks within spoken
word collections rather than individual spoken word documents. This means that the
focus is on finding the right spoken word document within a collection, not the right
information within a spoken word document. There is also a particular emphasis in
this work on supporting user behaviour rather than replicating it. This investigation is
intended to provide results that reduce the time it takes to locate a relevant spoken word
document(s), that increase the chances of finding the right spoken word document(s), and
improve user satisfaction while seeking within spoken word collections. These results can
be used to improve the design of seeking tools and make spoken word collections more
attractive for its many potential users. There is a particular emphasis on personal and
small collections, but it is expected that the results may be applicable for larger, public
collections as well.
The research can be divided into two general areas. Firstly, what seeking tasks and
strategies should to be supported, and secondly, how to support these common seeking
tasks and strategies. These areas and relevant research questions, as well as the research
methodology for each question, are presented below.
1.2.1 What Seeking Tasks and Strategies Need to be Supported?
The focus of this research area is on understanding how people interact with spoken word
collections. The following questions will be discussed for this research area:
RQ1 Identify possible seeking tasks relevant to spoken word collections.
RQ2 Identify possible seeking strategies frequently undertaken when searching spoken
word information.
In order to answer these questions, literature from the fields of information science
and information interaction is reviewed. This provides insights into the types of seeking
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task that are conducted, into what strategies and techniques are employed, and what
sub-tasks are frequently performed in order to aid users in finding relevant information.
This analysis is augmented by a study where four groups of users are interviewed about
their seeking habits within their personal music collections. The results are analysed
using a grounded theory approach and are combined with the initial review to provide a
list of tasks, strategies and sub-tasks that will be considered for spoken word collections.
Furthermore, results obtained from two empirical experiments, where spoken word col-
lections are used, attempt to give further insight into whether the seeking behaviours
and strategies described for music and text collections are also applicable to spoken word
collections.
1.2.2 How To Support These Common Seeking Tasks and Strate-
gies
The second research area focuses on how technology may be used to support the tasks
and strategies outlined in RQ1 and RQ2. For this work, the research area is divided into
the following questions:
RQ3 How should a spoken word collection be organised?
RQ4 What features support the different seeking tasks and strategies?
RQ5 How can the audio medium be used to best effect within a tool?
Using the initial results obtained in RQ1 and RQ2, as a starting point, a review of
tools that focus on these results provides recommendations on how to present a spoken
word collection and what features should be included in a tool, as well as the role of audio,
in order to partly answer RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5. Personal Audio Work Space (PAWS) is
designed using this analysis and an empirical study using 18 participants is performed
using this tool. A statistical analysis of the results aims to show what features improve
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and hinder performance within two types of seeking tasks. Using these results, Personal
Audio Work Space II (PAWS II) is designed and tested empirically using a different set
of 18 participants. For this experiment, the participants complete four types of seeking
task are completed by participants. The data obtained are tested statistically. The
recommendations from both tests aim to answer RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5 more completely.
1.3 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 provides an overview of seeking tasks and strategies in both personal and public
collections. After an initial review of prior work in the areas of information science and
information interaction, a study involving four types of user is described. This chapter
provides a list of common seeking tasks and expected strategies that may be applicable
to spoken word collections and aims to partly answer RQ1 and RQ2, as well as providing
suggestions for RQ3.
Chapter 3 demonstrates how the tasks described in RQ1 and RQ2 are being supported,
and what aims still need to be supported. The chapter is organised based on the three
classifications of users identified in Chapter 2. It concludes with an overview of tools and
techniques that have been developed for audio information and use audio as the main
form of presentation. This chapter suggests a possible presentation method and other
features in order to partly answer RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5.
Chapter 4 presents the organisation and re-find experiment. It begins by describing
PAWS (Personal Audio Work Space) that was designed using evidence and ideas gathered
in Chapters 2 and 3. The aim of PAWS is to aid manual organisation and re-finding tasks
within personal spoken word information collections by supporting frequently reported
behaviours. The obtained results are tested statistically and aim to show what features
have the most potential.
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Chapter 5 presents the seeking tasks experiment. It begins by describing PAWS II,
based on PAWS but with improvements based on the findings of the organisation and
re-find experiment. For this experiment, participants are required to perform four types
of seeking task using an automatically organised collection. The obtained results are
a combination of qualitative and quantitative data. The experiment aims to provide a
better understanding of how users seek within an unknown collection.
Chapter 6 summarises the work of this thesis and demonstrates to what extent the
research questions in Section 1.2 have been answered. It explains the limitations of
the work and how the limitations were balanced. The chapter concludes by providing
suggestions for future work.
Chapter 2
Seeking in Personal and Public
collections
When working with information collections, an aim for individuals is to be able to find
relevant information efficiently and effectively. Individuals employ different strategies to
aid them in this goal. There is an indication that the adopted strategies depend on the
information medium (e.g., text, music, or video), what the end goals are, how well users
can articulate what they want to find, collection organisation, and user preference. Most
seeking research focuses on seeking text information in both personal (e.g., [44, 45, 46])
and public collections (e.g., [47, 48, 49]). Although this research is applicable to spoken
word collections, it may not take into account the difficulties that seeking within audio
collections presents. At present, seeking task research within audio collections appears
to focus, for the most part, on music collections. An advantage of analysing seeking
tasks and strategies within music collections is that it can give some insights into how
users seek within audio information collections. For seeking within text collections users
have developed strategies that have developed over time, and continue to evolve. It
may be assumed that effective strategies for seeking within audio collections may have
developed, and be different to those of text-based seeking strategies. Differences between
11
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spoken word, music, and sound sample information exist. Spoken word documents are
easier to transform into a visual form than both music or sound samples (see Sect. 1.1 for
examples of accessing spoken word content). The contents of spoken word documents are
less subjective than those of music or sound samples, which implies that seeking within
spoken word collections offers different challenges to that of seeking within music or sound
sample collections. At present, research in the area of audio collections focuses on content
extraction techniques [42]. Similarly, studies on music information retrieval and music
digital libraries, focus on feature extraction. Only little empirical evidence for audio
collections exists that focuses on user seeking styles and strategies [42]. The aim of this
chapter is to propose what kind of seeking tasks and strategies may be used in connection
with spoken word collections. To do this, the chapter begins by giving an overview of
seeking tasks and strategies from web studies and information science literature. It then
applies this knowledge to personal music collections by combining seeking behaviour
studies and a study presented as part of this thesis using casual and professional users
with both physical and electronic personal collections. It concludes with a list of seeking
tasks and strategies that may be used within spoken word collections, and an overview
of organisation styles and behaviours that may be employed.
2.1 Overview of Seeking Tasks and Strategies
This section begins by providing an overview of the seeking process. Next it provides an
overview of the different information types and collections, including public and personal
ones and how collections may be organised. Finally, it describes navigation strategies,
seeking tasks, and strategies outlined within text-based studies.
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2.1.1 Models of Seeking
Before seeking, users have an information need. That is, “the perceived need for informa-
tion that leads to someone using an information retrieval system in the first place” [50].
Users come to perceive such a need for various reasons. Web studies that describe differ-
ent reasons for seeking information include studies by Broder, Jarvelin et al, and kellar
et al [49, 51, 52]. Once an information need has been perceived, users employ different
strategies to satisfy that need. Wilson [53] proposed a user studies model that attempts
to describe the concepts and relationships within information science that are applicable
when seeking information. He states that seeking information is complex and has many
factors. There is also a possibility of success and of failure (see Fig. 2.1 for an overview).
Once an information need is formed, users employ some form of seeking behaviour, either
by using an information system or information sources, or by discussing their information
needs with other people. Each of these methods may be successful or fail. The success
of finding wanted information may lead to an information use which can then either be
transferred to other users or used to refine and information seeking need.
Traditional information retrieval (IR) methods focus on query matching between
users’ queries and a database of information (see Fig. 2.2) [54]. This means that the
information need described by Wilson is formulated into a question (query) that is then
compared against a collection. If the posed question matches any information within the
collection, the result(s) will be displayed. Traditional IR models are limited in that users
need to form queries that a machine can interpret, instead of using natural language. This
model does not take into account the evolving nature of a search [55]. The IR model was
extended by Broder to show how users seek information (see Fig. 2.3) [49]. First, users
are faced with a particular task. From this, an information need may occur. In order to
create a query, users must create a verbal formulation. This could be either speech or
text. The query is entered into a collection’s search engine, which then compares it with
the complete works contained within that collection and returns a result(s). Users either
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Figure 2.1: Information behaviour model proposed by Wilson that aims to represent the
complexity of information seeking.
refine their query and continue to search, or stop. This implies that seeking is often an
iterative and evolving process.
An example of an evolving or iterative seeking model is Berrypicking, which is perhaps
a more accurate description of how people seek in electronic environments [55]. One
difference between this and the traditional IR model is that the Berrypicking model
assumes that users’ information needs evolve depending on what information they find.
The nature of the query as well as the nature of the overall search process evolves during
the query time (see Fig. 2.4).
2.1.2 Collections
Another factor that affects how easily users locate wanted information is how large,
diverse, organised and how well-known to users the collection is. Public collections are
collections that are potentially accessible to all users, such as the World Wide Web and
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Figure 2.2: Traditional IR view of a seeking task. Queries are matched against a collection
with results being returned.
digital libraries. Personal collections differ to public collections in many respects, such
as they are usually smaller, assembled by a single user, contain information that reflect
the wishes of a single user, and their developers are experts of the collection. In this
case an expert is someone who’s level of familiarity with a collection is greater than
others. Personal collections are also less complete than public collections, due to factors
such as the collector’s preferences, available storage space and availability of electronic
materials. Personal information collections differ from general information management
in that professionals (e.g., librarians) do not manage the information [56]. In general,
when an information need is first perceived, users look to their personal collections first
before seeking within a public collection [57].
Organisation of Collections
A factor that influences how people navigate and seek within collections, is how a collec-
tion is organised. Collections, whether personal or public, can be organised in a number
of ways. Typically, public collections are categorised in some way, whereas personal col-
lection are arranged as decided by their owners. An example of a highly structured and
complete public collections are digital libraries. Whereas, the Web [58] would be con-
sidered to be a semi-structured public collection. A difference between the two is that
a group of experts has organised the first collection anticipating how it will grow. The
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Figure 2.3: Traditional view of IR seeking task extended by Broder.
Figure 2.4: Berrypicking model of seeking information on the Web.
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Web is organised by its users, who can be inconsistent and do not need to understand a
complex structure or how it will grow in order to participate in it.
Organising information is a non-trivial problem. Different factors include: the number
of people structuring a collection, its size, diversity, and homogeneous, and whether the
goal of a collection is known and well-defined prior to structuring. The structure of
collections may change over time, when the initial system no longer makes sense to its
creator. Other difficulties include where to place information that either fits into more
than one place, or has no place at all.
Information architecture describes two categories of organisation schemes: exact and
ambiguous organisation schemes [59]. Exact organisation schemes divide information into
well-defined and mutually exclusive sections. Examples of exact organisation schemes are
alphabetical, chronological and geographical schemes. Ambiguous organisation schemes
divide information into categories that defy exact definition. Issues of ambiguity in
language and organisation, as well as user subjectivity, mean that these schemes can
be difficult to design and maintain, but tend to be more useful than exact organisation
schemes. Typical schemes include topic, task, audience, metaphor and hybrids schemes.
Other organisation structures that are commonly used are hierarchy and hypertext
structures. A hierarchy structure uses files and folders to describe the relationships
within a collection, and is sometimes known as a classification or file/folder. A classi-
fication scheme can be defined as “a spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal segmentation
of the world” [60]. Bowker and Star propose that there are three theoretical properties
to a classification scheme. First, a consistent, unique classificatory principle, such as
temporal or alphabetical ordering. Secondly, mutually exclusive categories, and thirdly,
completeness. They also suggest that adhering to these theoretical principles is not al-
ways possible in real world classifications. Bälter [61] described the retrieval benefits of
organising by folders to be a reduction of the search space. Instead of scanning a long
list of unstructured items, users can home in on a particular category. Another benefit of
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the file/folder system is that it allows people to deal with the complexity of systems [62].
There are a number of limitations to such systems. A fundamental flaw is single inheri-
tance [63, 64], this means, how to position information that can belong in more than one
place. Multiple links are possible, but often confuse users [64]. File/folder systems are
also criticised for their static nature and poor scalability of large information spaces [65].
Hypertext is a highly non-linear method of structuring information. A hypertext
system involves two types of components: information objects, and the relationships
between those information objects. Individuals decide on the relationships between in-
formation, making hypertext highly flexible. However, as many of the relationships
describe personal associations, users may experience navigation difficulties. A structure
being discussed within the hypertext and visualisation communities is spatial structures
or organisations. Spatial organisation occurs when the relationships between information
within a collection are described using visual properties, such as proximity, colour, size
and spatial location. Spatial organisations take advantage of users’ perceptual abilities
to scan, recognise and recall images rapidly [66]. Users are able to automatically detect
patterns and changes in colour, size, shape, movement and texture. Spatial organisations
move the work from the cognitive to the users’ visual perceptual system [66]. Other ad-
vantages of spatial organisations include its ability to facilitate constructive ambiguity,
to support emerging problem solving strategies and to reduce the overhead in communi-
cating to others [67]. Spatial organisations can be used for different occasions [66]. This
ranges from a large collection that contains information outside the users environment to
visual objects representing a small collection of users’ materials. Disadvantages of spatial
structures includes the difficulty of interpreting changes of organisation, organisations in-
terfering with visual source information, inability to express cross-space inter-relations,
and a lack of means for expressing publishable information spaces [68].
Collections may be organised either by users (user-centred), automatically, using al-
gorithms (computer-centred), or a combination of the two approaches. There are a
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User-centred Computer-centred
Organisation Association, spatial Classification
Task type Complex, unstructured, Repetitive, automatic, structured
long-lived short-lived, on-the-fly
Emphasis Remembering connections Defining connections
Rules Flexible Well-defined
Table 2.1: Differences between organisations that are created by users and computers.
number of differences between manual and automatic organisations. Firstly, people and
computers do not organise their information in the same way. People tend to organise
by building associations between information or to organise spatially, whereas computer
algorithms construct classifications. Another difference is that automatic organisation
usually requires well-defined rules prior to organising information, whereas people are
able to change the organisation rules to fit a given scenario. Computers are able to
complete tasks that are automatic in nature more effectively than people, but are unable
to organise information without prior rules. The main differences between user- and
computer-centred organisation tools are described in Table 2.1.
A user-centred or computer-centred approach may be used to support seeking tasks.
The approach of this research is to focus on tools that support users’ natural capabilities.
This involves techniques to strengthen memory cues, navigation that is similar to the
physical world, and easy access to the audio content. An advantage of user-centred
support is that they leverage skills that users already have. User-centred tools are being
used successfully within the knowledge management community for tools that support
knowledge work and decision making. These tools automate tasks that are well-defined
(e.g., putting a list into alphabetical order), while ill-defined tasks are completed by users.
It is expected that not all tasks and users will be suited to user-centred approaches.
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Organisation Strategies within Personal Collections
An aspect that is discussed within personal information management research is how
users organise and re-find information. There are three main issues when organising a
collection.
• Should the collection be organised?
• How should the collection be organised?
• Will the original organisation be maintained?
Different studies have defined types of users by whether or when they choose to
organise or maintain their collections. Whittaker et al. [69] found, in a study of e-mail
organisation, that there were different types of users when it came to how a collection
was organised and maintained. They described the users as filers. The types of filers they
observed were: frequent filers, spring cleaners, and no filers. Frequent filers are those that
maintain their organisations on a regular basis. Spring cleaners would re-organise their
collection after a period of time when it was deemed the organisation was in need of a
clean-up. No filers do not create or maintain any organisation scheme. Studies by Berlin
et al. [70] showed that when dealing with electronic documents two kinds of personal
strategy was apparent. Some people organised up front, others would rather spend time
on retrieval than organisation.
A study by Malone [71] looked at how users organised their paper information. He
proposed that the desktop metaphor of files and folders forced users to work in a way that
was not natural to them; that is, users had to organise hierarchically. Later, Boardman
et al [72] demonstrated that the behaviour Malone had described for the paper office was
also true for electronic documents. When documents are in a folder the situation of “out
of sight, out of mind”could occur [73].
Essentially, the perceived use of information determines where it will be placed [46].
The categories used to organise depend on the intended use. If the perceived use of
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information is unknown, organisation becomes more challenging [74]. In this case the
cost of organising may be considered too high, with users choosing not to organise or
maintain. Observed behaviour for organising information in both physical and electronic
collections was shown to be consistent [75, 76].
Information Type
Information type also played a role in how/if a collection will be organised. There are a
number of ways of describing information. For the purpose of this work, three descriptions
are considered relevant: medium, frequency of access or use, and relationships between
different information objects in collections.
Medium refers to what form the information is presented in. Examples of media are
vision, sound, proprioception, touch, olfaction and gustation, and sensory integration
and motor coordination [77]. This work focuses on information presented in the sound
and vision media. Examples of information presented in vision information include text,
graphics, and pictures. Information within the sound domain include music, speech, and
sound effects. Naturally, both media may be combined for video information. Further
information on media taxonomies can be found in a study by Heller et al [78].
Describing information by the frequency of its use was first outlined using paper doc-
uments. Three information types were first noted by Cole [79]: ephemeral, working, and
archived. Ephemeral information typically has a short shelf live, consisting of e-mails,
to do lists, etc. Working information is information that is used on a regular basis and
is relevant to a user’s working tasks. Archived information typically has a long shelf
life (months to years) but offers little regular benefit to users’ tasks. Nardi et al. [80]
demonstrated, by observing office workers, that the information types described by Cole
were also apparent in electronic collections. That information can be categorised into
particular types depending on the frequency and type of its use has also been observed
for other electronic information forms, such as documents [80, 75, 81] and e-mail [82].
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Cole Hertzum Gwizdka Cunningham et al.
(1982) (1999) (2000) (2004)
Frequently Ephemeral Action information Prospective Active items
accessed & ephemeral
Occassionaly Working Personal work files Working Occasional use
accessed
Seldom/never Archived Archive storage Retrospective Archived
accessed
Table 2.2: Information types identified in personal information management (PIM)
research organised by the perceived frequency of use of information.
Cunningham et al’s [83] findings show that information types are also apparent within
physical music collections. The type information has depends on its perceived or in-
tended use [46] and is decided upon by its user(s). Table 2.2 shows four ways of defining
information type by frequency of use.
Different ways to describe information regarding the relationships between informa-
tion within a collection includes: 1D, 2D, 3D, multi-D, temporal, tree, and networks [84].
Table 2.3 provides an overview of each information type.
2.1.3 Navigation Strategies
In order to successfully seek information, users use techniques to navigate around infor-
mation collections. In this case, navigation within electronic worlds has similar properties
to navigation within physical worlds. Not surprisingly, the style of navigation chosen is
dependent on the seeking task and user preference.
Web seeking research has found that different strategies have been developed by
users. Two types of strategy are orienteering and teleporting [85]. Orienteering occurs
when users use small jumps to find the desired information, and is an iterative approach.
Teleporting refers to the users’ strategy of moving to the wanted information immediately.
Herbert et al. described other styles of browsing as flimsy and laborious [86]. This referred
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Information Type Description
1D (1-dimensional) Information is linear (e.g., alpha-
betical list, sequential organisa-
tion)
2D (2-dimensional) Sometimes known as spatial (e.g.
maps, floorplans)
3D (3-dimensional) Similar to real world objects, have
volume, relationships to other ob-
jects
Multi-dimensional Meta-data attributes such as
type, size, author, modification
date
Temporal Information organised based on
time
Tree Information in a tree structure
Network Information organised as a graph
Table 2.3: Description of information types using relationship as the main descriptor.
to how deep the navigation was. They used details such as path length, relative amount
of re-visits, page return rate, back button usage, and relative amount of home page
visits to gauge what style was used for different seeking tasks. To determine navigation
complexity, they looked at the number of links followed per day, number of cycles, path
density, compactness, and average connected distance.
Catledge et al. [48] found that users rarely traverse more than two layers before
returning to an entry point, and that only 3% of pages were archived. This means that
other navigation techniques must be employed in order to successfully navigate around
a collection. Therefore, relevant information must be within two or three jumps from a
users starting point. This means more cluttered information spaces increase the search
time but also increase users chances of finding the right thing in the end. They also
described the need for personalised views for individuals. Even though patterns exist in
seeking, users’ still find techniques that suit themselves [87].
Most studies focus on navigation within web-based electronic text worlds. Laplante
et al. [88] found that being able to access the audio content easily and swiftly for music
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browsing was a high priority for many people. At present, research that attempts to un-
derstand listening behaviours is not available. Relevant questions on listening behaviours
include how long is the audio content is listened to before a decision is made on whether
it is relevant.
2.1.4 Seeking Tasks
Even though seeking in collections is an everyday activity, it is a non-trivial task. The
difficulty of the task depends on factors such as user experience, domain knowledge, how
well a task is defined, and how well a collection is known [47]. In studies by Bystroem
et al. [47] and Kellar et al. [52] they showed that if users perceived the seeking task to
be too difficult, they were likely to discuss their information needs with other users first,
instead of using automatic tools. This implies that present tools are not able to support
difficult-to-articulate information seeking needs.
Different seeking tasks exist. Tasks are chosen depending on factors such as how well
an information need can be described and if the seeking task is a goal or non-goal (e.g., an
example of a non-goal seeking task is when users “surf on the web”. No real information
need is formed, but information is found anyway). Seeking can occur in public collections
where the information collection and/or information being sought is new or unknown to
users, or in personal and public collections where the information is known or has already
been found, and users wish to find the information again (re-find).
There are a number of differences between finding and re-finding information. Finding
is concerned with looking for information for the first time and differs from re-finding in
a number of ways [45]. An overview of these differences is provided in Table 2.4.
A research area that discusses re-finding within personal information collections as a
sub-activity is personal information management (PIM). Topics that PIM is concerned
with are the collection, storage, organization and retrieval of digital objects (e.g., files, ad-
dresses, and bookmarks) by an individual in their personal computing environment [89].
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Finding Re-finding
Uncertainty: Is the information avail-
able at all? Do I know the right key-
word to use in a search engine?
Certainty: I have seen the information
already, but where? What was the key-
word that I used in the search engine?
Recognition: Is this the information I
am searching for?
Recognition & Recall: Where did I see
that? Is this where I saw it? Context
is very important
Strategies: Intuition, search tools, for-
aging
Strategies: Directed (focused) naviga-
tion
Table 2.4: A comparison of finding and re-finding information by Capra et al.
Most research in the area of PIM discusses ways in which users re-find information from
their visual collections, such as documents [75], webpages [73, 45, 90], e-mails [82], and
pictures [91]. Examples of personal spoken word collections are podcasts [34], recorded
telephone conversations [29], voicemail [92] and spoken word collections gathered from
interviews (either from online collections [1], or created by users).
Both finding and re-finding have two broad categories of seeking tasks that can be
described as searching and browsing. Searching is usually defined as a seeking task where
the information need is known and can be articulated, whereas browsing seeking tasks
occur when people are not able to articulate what it is that they are looking for, but can
recognise relevant information when it is found. Various researchers have attempted to
define seeking tasks according to different criteria including browsing and seeking, and
whether the task is a goal or non-goal. These tasks can be further refined in a number
of ways.
Aguilar et al [93] outlined a model for scanning information. In this sense, the use
of the term scanning within information science is roughly comparable to seeking within
web studies. They identified four types of seeking: undirected browsing, conditioned
browsing, informal searching, and formal searching. Undirected browsing occurs when
users have a general idea of what they are looking for, but are unsure what specific area
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they are specifically looking for. Conditioned browsing occurs when users know exactly
what areas of interest they are looking for within a collection. Informal searching is
where basic queries can be formed and a “good enough” result is sufficient. Finally,
formal search occurs when users know precisely what they are looking for.
Marchionini [94] observed that there were three general types of browsing: directed
browsing, semi-directed browsing and undirected browsing. Directed browsing occurs
when the browsing is focused, systematic and directed by a specific object or target (e.g.,
scanning a list for a known-item). Semi-directed browsing occurs generally purposeful
or can be predicted. A less systematic method used is, for example, entering general
keywords into a search engine and examining the retrieved records. Undirected browsing
occurs when there is no real goal and very little focus (e.g., “channel hopping”).
Similarly, Wilson [95] identified four categories of information seeking and acquisi-
tion: passive attention, passive searching, active searching and ongoing search. Passive
attention occurs when there may be no intention of seeking, but information is acquired
anyway. Passive searching occurs when one type of search causes relevant information to
be found. Active searching occurs when individuals actively seek out information and,
finally, ongoing searching occurs in order to update or expand on found information.
There are a number of ways to describe seeking tasks and behaviours used within
both personal and public collections, but for this work they can be described using the
following questions.
• Am I actively seeking information? (passive vs. active)
• Have I found this before? (find vs. re-find)
• Can I articulate what I’m looking for in a way a search engine can understand it?
(browsing vs. searching)
• Is there an exact answer? (best fit vs. acceptable)
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• How much information do I need/want to find? (1 — many)
• What constraints do I have? (e.g., time, money, ...)
2.1.5 Seeking Strategies
Different strategies are used in connection to the various seeking tasks. Strategies for
seeking information may be different depending on how the above questions are answered.
Studies by Choo et al. [96] outlined tactics or behaviours that were commonly used in
order to complete the different seeking tasks outlined by Aguilare et al. They described
four tactics that were used in seeking information: visioning, discriminating, satisficing
and optimizing. Visioning is the behaviour of scanning a diversity of sources, taking
advantage of easily accessible information. Discriminating is when users browse within
pre-selected sources on pre-defined topics of interest. Satisficing is used when the search
is focused on an area or topic, and a “good-enough” search is satisfactory. Finally,
optimizing is a systematic gathering of information about an entity, following a particular
method or procedure.
Other ways in which to describe seeking strategies are: location-based searching,
linear searching and query searching.
Location-based searching involves looking at where the information is expected to be
first [75]. This makes the organisation of a collection an important factor. A good initial
first placement of information is important to the success of re-finding it again later.
The location of an information object gives additional implicit information and acts as
a reminder as to where a particular object is. Location and browsing relies on structure
(prior organisation). Research by Barreau et al. [75] demonstrated that the most popular
way that users searched for information was by location. The reason for this preference
was its reminding function. Another possible reason for the popularity of location-based
re-finding is due to the fact that this skill has been developing for many years using
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physical objects. The relatively recently available technique of searching by keyword is
new. Barreau et al. found that it was how information was used that determined how
it would be organised, and that retrieving and reminding were connected. Studies by
Bruce et al. [97] show that when asked to recall features of their own information, users
were successful in remembering the location of a file.
Linear searching involves starting at the beginning of a list and working through it
until either the right object has been found or the end of the list is reached. It is a
standard algorithm within Computer Science. This approach is used when users do not
have a clear starting point, or have found an appropriate place that still requires further
searching. It is typically a lengthy method of searching that requires patience.
Query re-finding involves entering keywords (or queries) into a tool. The tool matches
the keywords with an information collection, and displays results that match the entered
query. This approach is not available for physical objects. Bruce et al. [97] found that
recalling the title or file name of a file was more difficult for participants than other
attributes. Query re-find using audio properties (e.g., re-find a male voice) is difficult to
achieve. This type of re-find technique was used more in the case where the title was
known. For those users who used tools to organise their collection, it was more successful
than those users who used no prior organisation.
2.2 Methodology
The aim of this study is to determine what seeking tasks are used within audio collec-
tions, and if the tasks and strategies change due to the user being either a professional or
casual user, or if the collection is physical or electronic. To gather data for this study, four
cases were considered. These cases combined casual and professional users with physical
and electronic collections and were thought to cover typical users. Each interview was
semi-structured with initial questions concerning the participants experience with organ-
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isation and re-finding within their personal collections. Prior work has discussed personal
collections, but few have considered professional personal collections. It is expected that
this knowledge can be extended into spoken word collections.
2.2.1 Overview of Interviews
Each participant was interviewed concerning their organisation and re-finding strategies.
Notes were taken for each participant, and the duration of each interview was between
30 and 60 minutes. The results were analysed using Grounded Theory methods.
All participants fell within the ages of 20 to 40 years. The difference between casual
and professional participants was that professional participants used their music collec-
tions for work purposes (i.e., the professional participants interviewed were three DJ’s
and a composer). A few of the casual participants worked in the music industry, but
their music collections were for private use, not work; therefore, they are considered to
be casual participants for this study.
Case 1: Casual Users - Electronic Music Collections
Twenty-four persons were interviewed. Of the 24 one had no collection of any kind,
preferring to use the radio for listening to music. The size of the participants’ collections
varied from a few hundred megabytes to 60 gigabytes. The diversity of the music collec-
tions also ranged from a fairly homogeneous group, to a vast mixture of styles (highest
was around 100 genres). Some participants’ collections had been developed over a long
period of time (years), whereas others had been developed in a short period, for example,
they had transferred their physical CD collection to a digital format.
Case 2: Casual Users - Physical Music Collections
Seven persons were interviewed about their physical music collections (primarily CDs).
The collections ranged in size from around 50 to a few hundred CDs. Diversity also
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ranged from a few genres to around 20. Most CDs are of a standard size, although some
participants had box sets that could not be placed close to their other CDs. One of the
participants had moved all the CDs from their cases to CD wallets in order to reduce
the amount of physical space they took up. Another participant had a small collection
of CDs at work.
Case 3: Professional Users - Electronic Music Collection
The composer had been writing music for approximately 15 years using mainly electronic
methods (i.e., using Nuendo [98] to compose, not paper transcripts). His audio collection
consisted of both virtual instruments and samples and amounted to around 250 gigabytes.
All of the samples and virtual instruments had been bought from musicians specialising
in sample production.
Case 4: Professional Users - Physical Music Collections
The three DJs were interviewed about the physical music collections they used for work
purposes. All had been working professionally for at least two years, but had been
interested in music before that. All of the DJs used vinyls, usually in a single format.
The reason for using vinyls included better sound quality and availability (all of the
DJs specialised in 1970’s music). Their collections ranged from approximately 500 vinyl
singles, to 10,000 vinyl singles. The number of genres also varied, with two of the three
DJs specialising in one genre, and the third naming around 15 different genres.
2.3 Results
The results for each of the cases is presented below. Each case has a description of
the seeking tasks, organisation methods, and strategies. Next, an overview of the main
themes is given. The results were analysed using a Grounded Theory approach.
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2.3.1 Case 1: Casual Users with Electronic Collections
Organisation Tasks and Strategies
Three systems of organisation were identified: self-organised, organised by an application,
and not organised. Self-organised collections were generally organised alphabetically by
either a topic property such as album or artist name, or by sound property, such as
genre. Participants described how they created a file and folder structure to arrange
their collections. Rules for deciding on what music would go where were decided upon
by participants. This group of participants used other applications to play their music
(e.g., Winamp [99] and Window’s Media Player [100]). Some participants reported that
maintaining a particular organisation was not possible, either because of the difficulty of
organising some of the music, or a lack of time.
The second type of participants’ music collections were collections that had been
organised automatically by an application (e.g., iTunes [101]). To automatically organise
music, tools often use pre-defined ID3 tags [102]. These tags include details such as the
artist name, album name, number of tracks, lyrics, title of tracks, and genre. Problems
that occur are when the ID3 tags are not accurate or missing. In this case, one participant
reported having multiple tracks with the same name (e.g., track 1). Other ID3-based
problems highlighted by the participants included misspelled names, genres that were too
specialised, and album mix-ups where songs from one compilation album get distributed
into several individual solo albums. Correcting these errors was seen, by some, as an
onerous time-intensive task, and therefore not completed.
The third group used neither an application to organise, nor one to create a file/folder
structure. All music went into one folder without any additional annotations (e.g., if a
music file was automatically named “Track 1”, it would remain that way). Usually, an
alphabetical ordering of the file names was imposed by the operating system.
None of the participants reported duplicating the mp3 or creating short-cuts to help in
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organising their collection. No participants reported using automatic feature extraction
tools to support them in organising their collections.
Seeking Tasks and Strategies
Typical tasks for participants were: to look for a specific track, artist, or album; browsing
for music in order to create a playlist, to suit a mood or task, and finally; to browse for
inspiration.
Common strategies for a specific re-find were to look where the object was expected
to be, scan through a list of files, and enter keywords into a search engine to find a file.
Frequent problems occurred when the text data attached to a file did not contain the
details that the participants could recall. This meant that participants either browsed
in the hope of seeing a file name that would prompt their memories, or listened to each
track one after the other to find what they were looking for.
When creating a playlist, the audio properties were frequently the most important
aspect for participants. Frequent situations that playlists were created for included,
music for work, music for cleaning, music for parties, and music for relaxation. To
generate playlists, a combination of re-finding and browsing was used. The second group
of participants, who used tools to automatically organise their collection, frequently
applied automatic playlist generators. These tools created playlists based on properties
such as, most recently played, most often played, and randomly selected tracks (shuffle
feature). Re-finding music to suit a mood or occasion was reported to be a more common
task than finding a specific track.
2.3.2 Case 2: Casual Users with Physical Collections
Organisation Tasks and Strategies
In many cases, the physical organisation of a collection depended on the perceived type
of use of the CD. The perceived type was divided into different sections: frequently
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used, CDs for on the move, less frequently, and never used. Frequently used CDs were
placed physically close to CD players, often organised in piles. CDs for on the move were
stored in a wallet, and were meant for playing away from the participants’ home (e.g., in
the office). Less frequently played CDs were kept in close proximity to a CD player, but
stored in a CD tower or bookshelf in some order(e.g., alphabetical, order bought in, order
listened to in, etc.). Lastly, CDs that were never listened to were stored out of sight. For
example, one of the participants stored his seldom-listened-to heavy metal collection in
the attic. Generally, the degree to which a collection was organised depended on its size,
and on personal preferences. One of the participants tended to always put CDs back into
the wrong case, and occasionally in one evening return them to their right cases. Visual
cues from the CD cases gave clues as to what was on a CD, and was used for browsing
purposes. If the collection was small, no organisation was created; for larger collections,
genre or alphabetical ordering was a typical organisation technique.
Seeking Tasks and Strategies
Common seeking tasks were re-finding a specific CD, either to play or to lend to a friend
and re-finding music that would suit a participants mood or for a particular occasion, for
example, music for work or parties. When looking for a CD, participants reported looking
first where they expected to find it. If it was not there, they would try to remember where
they had last seen it. Once having found the general location, participants reported
looking through a group of CDs until the desired CD was found. When not sure what
music to listen to, looking quickly through the spines of the cases gave some participants
inspiration. In the case of the participant who kept most of her collection in CD wallets
and the rest in their individual cases, unless when looking for a specific CD, she often
chose a CD that was in an individual case because it was faster to look through that part
of her collection than to go through the CDs in the wallets. Most of these tasks were
completed without listening to the music beforehand. Participants remembered different
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details concerning their music, such as the colour of the case, cracks in the case, how a
track started, or lyrics. Listening to music was considered to be an enjoyable activity
and in many cases, exact re-finding of a CD was not needed.
2.3.3 Case 3: Professional User with an Electronic Collection
Organisation Tasks and Strategies
Both the virtual instruments and sample collections were pre-organised by the musicians
who had initially created the samples and virtual instruments. Their organisation started
on very general terms, such as type of instrument, and worked towards minute details,
for example, “a muted trumpet playing C in a large theatre”. All samples were imported
into a sampler for later use. Presets of commonly gathered sounds were also created. For
example, to recreate a piano using samples, each key on a keyboard was matched to an
equivalent sample. There was no need to look for each sample in turn, as all samples
related to the virtual instrument were stored together. When composing, the composer
used a palette of samples. The palette was created by listening to all of the samples in
turn, and saving them in a folder on his desktop for future use. He described this task
as a long and tedious that could take days to complete.
Seeking Tasks and Strategies
Common tasks were finding an exact match (e.g., “a sample that sounds like an old-
fashioned telephone”), or browsing for samples to suit a particular idea. A linear search
was the most common way of finding suitable samples. This was due to no automatic
search facility existing (that he knew of), and that remembering all of the details of such a
large collection was impossible. While writing, he frequently experimented with different
types of sound, at times selecting random samples in order to experiment further. In
this case, the lack of adequate search tools meant that the only option for finding new
samples was to start at the beginning and work to the end.
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2.3.4 Case 4: Professional User with Physical Collection
Organisation Tasks and Strategies
The extent to which the collections were organised depended on their size. One DJ
described an elaborate system of storing his large (almost 10,000 vinyls) collection. Before
organising, all vinyl sleeves were replaced with a white sleeve he made annotations on.
Annotations consisted of relevant information such as the band name, album name, and
memorable audio features of the music. Singles were organised in two places. Archived,
less frequently played vinyls, were in alphabetical order placed on shelves. Frequently
used vinyls were organised in one of three piles on the floor depending on their BPM
(how fast they were). Records near the top of the pile were listened to more often than
those near the bottom. Each pile consisted of around 200 records.
The other two DJs had smaller collections and a less systematic method of organising
them. Both spoke of remembering visual cues, for example, a tear on the right hand
corner of the sleeve or the last location a vinyl single had been played. Both organised
their collections less frequently and arranged the vinyls alphabetically. All of the DJs
took around 200 vinyls to work in a bag.
Seeking Tasks and Strategies
When working, common tasks for re-finding were specific requests from the audience,
browsing for music to suit the mood of the audience, and looking for a specific vinyl.
For both of the specific re-find tasks, all DJs spoke of having an excellent memory. They
knew if they had a track and where it was. For the browsing task, they had time (a few
minutes) to go through their bags to see what they had. Again, all said that having an
excellent memory helped them remember various features of the music. All vinyls used
were singles, so they did not need to remember if the music was on a compilation vinyl or
not. At home, all DJs stated that re-finding parts of their collection was not a problem,
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as either they would not look for a specific item, or their excellent memories aided them
in finding any relevant singles. Instead, all of the DJs highlighted the importance of
being able to find new music in public collections.
2.4 Discussion
The main findings of this study were: passive information seeking was more common
than active; physical collection organisations were frequently organised spatially, and
evolved over time, whereas electronic collections were organised using classifications.
Three groups of user became apparent: manual organiser, automatic organiser, and non-
organiser. Finally, no automatic feature extraction tools were used by the users for
electronic collections.
2.4.1 Organisation
The results show a number of behaviours exist when organising music collections. Whether
a collection was organised and maintained or not, appears to have depended on the per-
ceived cost of organising. If the perceived cost in time and effort was considered to be too
high, then the collection was not formally organised, but had an emergent organisation
instead. An example of a collection where the cost of organising it may be too high is
a relatively small collection that its creator was familiar with. Emergent organisations
were typically organised informally by the frequency tracks are listened to or when they
were purchased. Frequently, organisations were not maintained. This was noticed with
the participants who put CDs in the wrong place, and with the participants who did not
re-name ill-named mp3 files. Automatic features, such as automatic extraction organi-
sation, were not applied by the users. Neither was copying music in order to put it in
more than one place.
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Three of the cases highlight personal music collections as consisting of different types
of information that is organised depending on how often it is used/listened to. For exam-
ple, music that is listened to often, sometimes, and infrequently. This was noted strongly
in the case of physical collections, but less so in electronic collections. The participant
that described using different information types, was the composer. He described his
audio samples as being categorised as frequently used, working, and archived types. The
frequently used samples were the samples he was currently using. Working samples were
samples he had used previously and still used regularly. Archived samples were samples
that were infrequently used. This demonstrates that information types that exist for
paper and electronic documents also apply to music collections, and it indicates that
spoken word collections may also be organised depending on similar information types.
Physical collections provided a richer set of organisation methods, including classifi-
cation, emerging structures and spatial organisation. Classifications used in the physical
collections consisted of alphabetical or genre ordering. Spatial organisation included CDs
being kept where they were most likely to be played (e.g., at work, in the car, close to
a CD player). Less listened to CDs were archived on a different shelf. In the case of
professionals, music for work was kept separate from music for personal entertainment.
Spatial placement depending on use was also noted by Cunningham et al. [83]. In physi-
cal collections, spatial organisations, similar to emergent organisations, may emerge over
time because of the physical nature of a CD. In electronic collections, this organisation
is presently less obvious. An example is the use of the desktop for storing frequently
used information [75]. This was reported by the composer. The range of the described
strategies shows that individuals behave differently. They develop strategies over time
that suit their needs best.
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2.4.2 Seeking Tasks
Re-finding music to suit a mood or occasion was a more frequent task that that of re-
finding a specific CD or mp3. All cases described a problem of re-finding music where the
main details were not known (e.g., participants remembered how the chorus began or if
it had a guitar solo, but not the name of the track). Participants reported remembering
different details concerning the music, from the cover of a physical CD, to some of the
lyrics. Often, for casual users, an exact fit was not essential. For the composer it was
more important.
Tasks that were common in both types of collection were specific known-item searches,
best-fit searches, and groups of best fit searches. The most frequently used modes were
exploratory or browsing. Often, finding the right object was not as essential. Evidence
suggests that specific finding tasks are less frequent than browsing tasks. Studies by
Laplante et al. [88] and Lee et al. [42] showed that users seeking music used a browsing
strategy. They showed that music seeking was a non-goal and enjoyable activity, with
most of the tasks being completed being a browsing task.
Empirical research has not yet identified how best to support navigation within col-
lections, although a number of techniques have been suggested. Navigation is inherently
a spatial metaphor [103], and therefore many of the techniques proposed to aid naviga-
tion have physical-world counterparts. Wayfinding techniques aim to aid users in finding
their way within an information collection. In order to successfully navigate within an
information space, people need to remember where they have been, as well as where there
may be a possible interesting route.
2.4.3 Importance of Memory
Browsing requires a good memory to know where you have been and were you may go.
In the case of re-finding, memory was indicated to play an important role. Another point
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was that users tend to remember more general details about information, rather than
specific content. Memory cues are stronger in physical collections due to the additional
number of attributes an object may have. In electronic collections, users are required to
remember more details to find what they are looking for. There are a number of ways that
support memory: how information is organised, how well file are named, noting visual
features, and location. The implications are that it is important for tools to leverage
skills that users already possess.
Memory is proposed as an important success factor in re-finding relevant information.
Elsweiler et al. [91] proposed that lapses in memory impede users from successfully re-
finding information. It has been noted that people remember the general idea within a
piece of information, rather than the specific details [104, 105, 106]. This means that,
the query-based approach is less successful than a location-based approach because users
memories do not work by recalling known details of information, but call up an impression
of the information and context [97]. Memory may fail because recollection diminishes
over time (known as decay theory [107]), and if users are focussing on other tasks and
interacting with other objects (known as interference theory [108]).
Different types of memory have been identified by Elsweiler et al [44]: semantic
memory, autobiographical memory and temporal reference. Semantic memory is when
people recollect properties of information, such as its name. Autobiographical memory
is when information is remembered as a previous experience. Temporal reference allows
people to remember when an object was last seen. Elsweiler et al. argue that PIM tools
should support these different types of memory.
Few of the cases presented here described difficulties in finding particular music within
their collections. Cunningham et al. [83] in their music collections study also noted that
users did not report of having many difficulties locating what they wanted. Usually they
could find it within a few steps.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter described seeking tasks and strategies that are expected to be relevant to
spoken word collections. Collection organisation was highlighted as an important factor
that would affect seeking strategies. A number of styles and strategies of organising a
collection were highlighted, and it is expected that the way in which seeking tasks may
be supported are dependent on how a collection is organised. Questions that still need
to be answered with regards to spoken word collections, include how much longer it
takes to perform seeking tasks; how users decide if an object is relevant; what types of
information is remembered; and is playback of an object necessary. The next chapter
provides an overview of tools and concepts that aim to support the seeking tasks and
strategies identified in this chapter.
Chapter 3
Supporting Seeking Behaviour in
Collections
Chapter 2 described seeking tasks and strategies commonly used when finding and re-
finding information within text and music collections as well as providing an overview
of collection organisation and the styles and strategies used (or in some cases not used)
within the organisation of personal collections. The main findings were the differences in
user preference when organising and maintaining personal collections, the use of spatial
and emergent organisations within physical collections, and classifications within elec-
tronic collections. The most common seeking task within personal music collections were
re-finding by browsing where an acceptable match was sufficient. Seeking specific in-
formation was also highlighted, but was not performed as frequently. Supporting user
memory and providing quick and easy access to audio content was also highlighted as
important factors. This chapter gives an overview of tools and concepts that aim to
support seeking tasks and strategies within information collections. With spatial or-
ganisation highlighted as a desirable method to organise physical collections, there is
particular emphasis on spatial organisation and visualisations tools that support audio
collections when possible. The tools described here are not meant as an exhaustive list,
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but merely an illustration of concepts. Different features aimed at supporting natural
capabilities are also discussed in this chapter. A comparison of audio and visual infor-
mation collections is also given, with possible uses of audio as an information carrier
highlighted.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 describes tools and concepts that
support the three organisation styles identified in Chapter 2 (manual organiser, automatic
organiser, and non-organiser), providing a list of possible features that may be included
in a spoken word collection tool. It also describes how these tools support different
navigation and seeking tasks discussed in Chapter 2. Section 3.2 first describes the
main differences between audio and visual information. It then describes non-visual
visualisations (collections where information is presented using only the audio medium).
Finally, it presents an overview of concepts developed within audio research aimed at
transferring information in audio as opposed to through visual channels.
3.1 Information Seeking Tools
This section introduces the organisation strategy types, defined in Chapter 2 (i.e., manual
organisation, automatic organisation, and no organisation). For each case, it describes
how the common navigation and seeking strategies are supported within these types of
tools.
3.1.1 Manual Organiser
Manual organiser is the strategy of organising collections without the help of automatic
tools. Typically manually organised spatial organisation tools provide a workspace for
users to store and organise their information. The act of organising the information
can improve the understanding of how the information within a collection relates to
each other. The spatial structure can be used to hold collections of information that are
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roughly structured, and acts as a reminder of tasks that need to be completed. Tasks that
are well-suited for manual spatial organisation tools include those that have a difficult-to-
define goal, such as knowledge building and decision support. In most cases information
collections are smaller and are manipulated by fewer users. Manually organised spatial
organisation tools are particularly useful in supporting the use of ephemeral and working
type information. Less is known about how effective they are for archived information.
This makes tools that support manual organisation favourable for knowledge work where
analyses or decision-making tasks are an important part of the task. One reason for this is
the ability of manually organised spatial organisation tools to support emergent problem
solving [67]. It is reasonable to assume that knowledge work type tasks that use spoken
word collections will be equally well supported using manually organised spatial tools.
Many of these types of tools are based on a card-on-the-table metaphor, and provide
additional visual cues to help users remember connections between information.
Notecards [109] is an early type of manually organised spatial tool. The creators
noticed that users organised information spatially when organising in the physical world.
It was designed to support emerging structures and, therefore, for tasks that were ill-
defined (see Fig. 3.1).
Later, VIKI [110] introduced a fisheye lens into its spatial organisation to help users in
exploring large information collections. With the lens information in the centre appeared
larger than that on the outside. This meant that more information could be placed within
a user’s field of vision (see Fig. 3.2).
The Visual Knowledge Builder(VKB) [68] extended the number of visual cues enabling
users to organise not only by position and proximity, but also by colour, size, and shape
(see Fig. 3.3). The VKB also allowed different types of information to be organised, for
example text, webpages, pictures, and (most recently) audio files.
The use of manually organised spatial tools are being investigated within personal
spaces in digital libraries. MiBiblio [111] and Garnet [112] are examples of spatial tools
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Figure 3.1: User interface from Notecards displaying four related information objects.
Figure 3.2: User interface for VIKI showing a multi-focus fisheye lens.
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Figure 3.3: User interface for Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB). Different visual at-
tributes show possible relations between the shown information.
used in digital libraries (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). MiBiblio allows its users to create personal
spaces with services that are important to them. These services are represented as books
on shelves. It is also possible to include articles, reserved books, and notes within the
personal space. Garnet supports the personal organisation of materials within a space.
Search features are supported by being able to save search results and group relevant
items together.
A difficulty of spatial organisations is that as the size of a collection increases, users
may experience visual overload. As a consequence the time it takes to find/re-find wanted
information may increase, the error rate of successfully finding/re-finding may increase,
and the level of satisfaction at using such a tool may decrease. One method of reducing
the difficulties of information overload is to introduce additional visual cues in order to
provide a large distinction between information groups, such as fisheye lenses, and focus
and context (described in Sect. 3.1.2).
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Figure 3.4: User interface for MiBiblio. Books represent available services for users.
Figure 3.5: User interface for Garnet showing a saved search.
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Another difficulty generated by visual overload is not being able to remember, recog-
nise, or represent all of the relationships between separate information objects. One way
of increasing the number of found relationships is to introduce a tool that suggests pos-
sible connections between information, based on how the information has been organised
and by adding visual cues. The VKB includes such a tool that analyses users’ organi-
sation patterns and suggests possible relationships. It also includes a history function,
where users may move back and forward in their time line in order to improve their
analyses.
Another technique used to reduce the difficulty of visual overload is to increase the
number of dimensions available. Data Mountain [113] is an example of a 2.5D spatial
organisation tool (see Fig. 3.6). Users move miniature representations of webpages in a
2.5D space. The further away the icon is moved, the smaller it becomes. Studies showed
that users were faster at re-finding relevant webpages within this spatial workspace,
than when using the traditional lists provided in bookmarking tools [113]. Additional
studies using Data Mountain have shown using 2.5D version is an improvement on 2D
spaces. Three-D spaces appear to be less effective [114] than 2.5D spaces. Cockburn
et al. suggested that as the dimensions increased, the additional complexity confused
users [115].
Until recently audio information has not been supported within these set of tools.
However, they way participants described how they organised their physical collections
in Chapter 2, implies that these spatial tools would be equally relevant for them. In order
to make these tools more useful, easy access to the audio content is required. Possible
approaches are discussed in Section 3.2.
Navigation strategies described in Chapter 2 can be described in terms of breadth
and depth, and teleporting and orienteering behaviour. At present, most research within
information collection navigation focuses on the Web, and therefore on collections that
are organised either by association or by classification. Within web research, a navigation
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Figure 3.6: User interface for Data Mountain showing a collection of webpages organised
manually in a way that reflects a users preferences.
system can be described as either being embedded or supplemental. An embedded navi-
gation system can either be at the global, local or context level. Whereas a supplemental
navigation system provides different ways of accessing the same information. Examples
include, sitemaps, indexes, and guides.
Examples of navigation systems used within manual organisation tools include the
use of a history function allowing users to move back and forward in time, (similar to the
back and forward buttons on the browser). However, much of the emphasis of these tools
is on memory support, where it is assumed that the time taken to organise a collection
strengthens memory cues allowing easier access to the “right information”.
Typically, seeking tasks within manual organisation spatial tools assume that users
are acquainted well enough with their collections and have a good mental model of the
space. The most common tasks are browsing or searching re-finding where the level of
fit (i.e., best fit to acceptable) and amount of desired information varied. For the tools
described here, it is proposed that the time taken to organise a collection means that
users’ memories concerning the location of their files improve and, therefore, users should
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be faster at locating wanted and known information. Browsing tasks are supported by
relevant and related objects being placed together. Frequently, search engines are not
available for these types of tools.
3.1.2 Automatic Organiser
Automatic organiser is the strategy of employing tools that automatically organise col-
lections either with or without well-defined guidelines. Spatial organisation tools that
automatically organise collections are frequently known as visualisation tools and organ-
ise a collection based on pre-defined, well-understood rules. These tools may either be
used for personal or public information collections.
An important principle for most visualisation tools is “Overview first, zoom and
filter, details on demand” [84]. The overview is intended to give users a comprehensive
view of the entire collection and help navigating around it. A number of strategies for
doing this include: the use of maps (see Fig. 3.8), fisheye lenses [116] (see Fig. 3.7),
and focus plus context [117] (see Fig. 3.9). A multi-modal way of providing focus plus
context is implemented in Dolphin [118]. Visual cues provide focus, and the context is
presented using audio cues, taking advantage of the natural affordances of both audio
and visual cues. Zoom refers to allowing users to move in towards items of interest.
Filter supports users in reducing the number of visible items that are not of interest.
Strategies include the use of sliders, buttons, and other control widgets combined with
a rapid display update. Often, a query is combined with filtering. Finally, users are
presented with the details on an individual node when wanted. Other tasks that are
frequently supported are: relate, history, and extract. Relate shows the relationships
between individual items. History supports the undo and redo functions and progressive
refinement. Extract supports detailed searching within a subset of the collection. Usually,
there is an ability to save search information to a file.
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Figure 3.7: Example of a fisheye lens.
Figure 3.8: User interface for InfoSky showing the whole space, as well as a map in the
corner that gives an overview of the whole space.
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Figure 3.9: Example of focus plus context in the Web Forager.
There are a number of methods for visualising information in order to provide an
optimal visualisation, Shneiderman recommends deciding on what type of information
needs to be visualised and matching the type to a well-known visualisation technique [84]
(see Sect. 2.1.2).
For this work, a spoken word collection can be described as a network. Even though an
individual spoken word document would be classified as a temporal type, the focus of this
work is on representing collections, and not the internal spoken word document structure.
A number of techniques have been investigated to support network information, such as
visualisations suited for trees (providing the network is reduced to a tree), force-directed
placement, and energy-based placement. Many of these techniques involve clustering.
Clustering techniques organise collections in such a way that groups (also known as
clusters) form and highlight how pieces of information relate to each other. The main
idea is to group related objects together, while at the same time keeping unrelated objects
further apart. There are many methods to create clusters, (see [119] for a review). Islands
of Music [120] (see Fig. 3.10), PocketSomPlayer, and PlaySom [121] (see Figs. 3.11)
use self-organising maps (SOMs) [122] to organise a collection by genre using feature
extraction. Similar genres are positioned closer together in order to improve seeking by
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Figure 3.10: User interface for Islands of Music.
browsing. Users can also estimate how large each genre is, and potentially how long it
would take to explore.
Tree Visualisation Techniques
A network is essentially a graph. Using known methods, graphs may be reduced to
trees, and visualisations designed for trees can be used. Examples of tree visualisations
are treebrowsers, treemaps, radial approaches, cone trees, landscapes, and hyperbolic
browsers (see [123] for a review).
The Audio Retrieval Browser (ARB) [124] supports users in browsing music collections
using tree visualisations. Individual music objects are represented as both visual and
audio objects. These objects are displayed in a browsing space. Users can map different
properties of the music, such as artist and genre, to visual cues, such as colour and shape.
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Figure 3.11: User interface for Playsom and PocketPlaysom. Example of SOM in music
clustering. The image on left shows the desktop version, the one on right the mobile
version.
The information can be viewed in either a 2D or a 3D soundscape that provide interactive
multiple audio playback (see Figs. 3.12 and 3.13).
Force-directed placement
Force-directed placement is based on physical properties of information and consists of
two components: a model and an algorithm. The model consists of physical objects
and the interactions between them, and the algorithm computes the equilibrium for the
system. One method of creating a force-directed placement is the spring model. Nodes
in a graph are joined using imaginary springs that gradually move the collection into
clusters. An example of a force-directed placement is shown in Fig. 3.14.
Energy based placement
Energy based placements build on the idea of spring models. Seeing Sounds [125] is an
example of a energy based placement. It supports users in exploring a pre-organised
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Figure 3.12: User interface for ARB showing a TreeMap visualisation.
Figure 3.13: User interface for ARB showing a HyperTree visualisation.
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Figure 3.14: Hyperspace is an example of force-directed placement visualisation.
Figure 3.15: User interface for Seeing Sounds.
music collections network (see Fig. 3.15). The aim of Seeing Sounds is to improve the
browsing and search facilities of music collections by clustering related music. Users
hear short clips of the music by opening an additional application, and each music node
gives users some biographical information about the music. Instead of text representative
tracks are chosen to best describe the artist. Users can listen to more than one music
excerpt simultaneously.
Sonic Browser [126], similar to Seeing Sounds, supports users in browsing music col-
lections. Users listen to sound excerpts by hovering with the mouse over the node. Users
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Figure 3.16: User interface for Sonic Browser.
are able to map sound features to different visual attributes, so they can see what sounds
are similar (see Fig. 3.16).
Within visualisation tools there is more scope for supporting navigation. By us-
ing these tools it is possible to organise a large collection automatically; therefore, the
memory cues gained through manual organisation are not present. This implies that
the navigation cues offered must compensate. As previously mentioned, many visualisa-
tion tools are based around the concept of providing overviews and various navigation
features, such as maps, zooming functionality, extraction, and history functions.
Visualisation tools support both searching and browsing tasks by providing both
query searches, and grouping related information together. These collections are also
being discussed for music collections but have so far not been implemented for spoken
word collections. These collections are expected to be useful for both personal and public
spoken word collections.
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Figure 3.17: User interface for Stuff I’ve Seen (SIS) showing the different searching
possibilities and results from a search.
3.1.3 Non-organiser
The third identified user group type was the non-organiser type. This type of user is
characterised by their lack of organisation, either manually or automatically, preferring
to use their time to retrieve wanted information when needed instead of organising it in
some way first. This technique is used widely in both personal and public collections, and
is based on the assumption that it takes less time to look for the relevant information at
the point when it is needed than to organise a collection first. Users who do not organise
their information rely on such tools to find their information quickly. Recently, a project
called “keeping found things found” [127] has investigated seeking using query-based
tools instead of organising information. Stuff I’ve Seen (SIS) [128](see Fig. 3.17) and the
Haystack Project [129] (see Fig. 3.18) are tools that support this idea. Other tools that
allow efficient searching instead of organisation are desktop search tools, such as Google
desktop and Filehawk (see Fig. 3.19).
These tools work well for search tasks when the “right” information about an object
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Figure 3.18: User interface for Haystack showing the e-mail window and searching pos-
sibilities.
Figure 3.19: User interface for Filehawk showing the opening search page, a query and
returned results.
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Figure 3.20: Stuff I’ve Seen (SIS) displaying landmarks within the interface.
is known, but may be less efficient in supporting browsing tasks which typically rely
on the placement of related information in order to encourage exploration and support
memory. A method that SIS uses to support memory is that of Landmarks. Similar
to landmarks in the physical world offering a reference point, electronic landmarks aim
to provide reference points for information. SIS provides both temporal and spatial
landmarks. These landmarks are created by its users on personal information. The
landmark can consist of any type of information and act as a memory cues to users. A
temporal landmark references a specific point in time; for example, a picture of a holiday
10 years ago is a temporal landmark. Spatial landmarks reference placement. In a spatial
tool, a spatial landmark could be a particular cluster with a distinct appearance. A study
performed using SIS showed that participants retrieved information more quickly when
using a combination of landmarks and dates, than dates alone.
Clusty [130] is an example of a search engine designed to support browsing (also
known as exploratory search) rather than searching tasks. After entering a query it
presents the results along with relevant categories (see Fig. 3.21). Research in the area of
exploratory searching is relatively new, with workshops such as HCIL SOH ’05, SIGIR’06,
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Figure 3.21: User interface for Clusty.
and CHI’07 being set up to better define what exploratory search is and how to design
tools to support it. As of yet, metrics for testing tools against exploratory search do not
exist.
Many music websites are designed to be browsed by their viewers. Typical techniques
are to group related music together (similar to the ideas employed by visualisation).
Different groupings are apparent in these websites, including classification by genre, band,
artist, new releases, favourites, and recommended groups (e.g., iTunes see Tab. 3.22).
There has been much research on text-based information, but when searching for
spoken word documents, using search engines may be more difficult. If users can search
using text-based meta-data, spoken word documents may be retrieved using a standard
query-based search engine. Alternatively, automatic speech recognition (ASR) tools can
transfer enough of the audio into text for it to search using a query system. Tools such
as PodZinger [41] and TVEyes [40] use ASR to search the audio content before returning
the original audio file. SpeechBot [131] is another example of an audio search engine
using speech recognition. It searches over 17,000 hours of audio content from websites
and gives users links to the audio content containing their search. At present, such tools
are available for public collections, but not for personal information.
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Figure 3.22: Opening website for iTunes.
Another problem with these search tools is that although they work well for re-finding
tasks that are well-defined, they are less effective when users’ cannot efficiently articulate
what they are trying to re-find, or when they do not know the correct details, for example,
“re-find the file I was looking at last week that had a diagram showing seeking tasks”,
or worse, “the music I was listening to that had a particular rhythm”. Content searches
within text are becoming easier to perform, but at present it is not possible to do the
same for spoken word.
3.2 Use of Audio within Spatial Tools
A difficulty with using visualisation or spatial representations, is that as the amount
of information grows, and the complexity of the information collections increase, users
may become visually overloaded. Visual overload increases the time spent and error
rate in locating information. It has been suggested that complex visualisations can be
created, but users inability to process these complex visualisations renders them less
helpful. Approaches to reduce this, include adding more dimensions (as described in
applications such as Data Mountain), increasing the number of visual and navigation
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cues, and transferring part of the information to a different modality, such as audio. This
section focuses on transferring part of the information to audio. Naturally, with spoken
word collections, it is highly desirable that the contents can be listened to easily and
quickly. The section describes ways in which audio may be combined in a visualisation
to improve user performance.
3.2.1 Differences between Audio and Visual Modalities
Audio and visual information are different modalities and work distinctly differently from
each other. In order to understand how and what to transfer to the audio domain, it
is necessary to understand how each modality is processed, and that the advantages of
each are. Visual information provides intricate detail but in a smaller area, whereas audio
information tells your eyes where to look. Visual information is persistent, Whereas, if
sound is stopped, there is silence. One possible combination is to use audio cues to
provide an overview of the information, and visual cues for intricate detail (see focus
and context use within Dolphin [118]). It is possible to listen to more than one sound
simultaneously, but not to read more than one document at once. Studies in providing
simultaneous speech have shown that users are capable of following more than one voice
simultaneously providing the difference in voice type is clear enough and not too many
speakers are talking at the same time [132]. This implies that when the information
collection consists of audio information, presenting more than one information object
simultaneously may reduce the time it takes to find the “right” information.
3.2.2 Non-Visual Visualisations
Non-visual visualisation maps information collections into an audio space using audio at-
tributes. Metaphors for non-visual visualisation include bubbles [133] and hallways [134].
These metaphors assume that users are able to imagine these areas without necessarily
seeing them. A difficulty of these tools is that audio is a temporal information type. This
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means that users need to be able to hear the audio information as often as necessary. In
order for audio metaphors to be successful, audio cues need to be as transparent to use
as visual cues, and offer as much useful information as their visual counterparts. Key
issues in audio visualisations include control over the presentation of auditory informa-
tion [135], finding and selecting links within audio information [136], and over-viewing
the information. At present, most research that discusses the use of transferring infor-
mation to the audio domain is created by researchers that focus on the visually impaired
and users on-the-move communities (i.e., mobile and ubiquitous computer fields).
An early attempt at visualising spoken word collections was that of Hyperspeech [137].
It was an audio-only “visualisation” that provided a network of spoken word documents.
Navigation was controlled by spoken commands. Later, the AudioWeb [136] provided a
networked visualisation of audio information. In this case, the spoken word document
was treated as a first class object, but users navigated the collection using different visual
browsers (e.g., a phone menu type browser and a ticker type browser).
Another example of an audio-only visualisation is the Audio Hallway [134]. The
visualisation for Audio Hallway is that of a hall that has rooms containing spoken word
collections. As users navigate along the hall, streams of audio can be heard coming from
each room. Each room describes a different category, and the combined sounds give
an indication of the topic and emotional content of the collection. When a room has
been selected, the spoken word collection is separated from the braided audio into its
individual parts and played in an arc around the user. In this way, the Audio Hallway
provides two “views” of the data: an overview and a more detailed view. The braided
audio created as part of the Audio Hallway takes advantage of users’ abilities to listen
to multiple audio streams simultaneously. Espace [133] is a hierarchy-based non-visual
visualisation. Each folder has an ambient sound attached to it. When users move into
folders, they can hear which folder they are in. If they move within a folder that is
already inside a folder, both sounds of the folders are combined.
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3.2.3 Representing Information in Audio
There are a number of occasions where audio cues may be used, such as for feedback,
previews, and to reduce visual overload by representing multi-variate data. Using au-
dio cues for feedback is frequently used within personal computing (e.g., error message
sounds, signalling when a task is complete), and to augment computer games, and vir-
tual environments. Another use of audio is for previews, particularly in the case of audio
information. In a music seeking study by Laplante et al. [88], being able to quickly pre-
view music was highlighted as an important feature for potential music retrieval systems.
Audio can be useful when the information belongs to multi-variate, multi-dimensional,
complex or large collections [138].
Research within audio interface design has produced concepts such as multi-modal
focus and context [139, 118], earcons [140], auditory icons [141], and sonification. Au-
ditory icons were first described by Gaver in 1986. The basic premise behind them was
to map everyday sounds to a computer event by an analogy (e.g., the sound of paper
being thrown away when the recycle bin is emptied in Microsoft Windows). Auditory
icons try to mimic real world sounds. This can reduce the learning period, but may have
restrictions on how each object should be mapped to a sound. Some objects and actions
provide a natural mapping, whereas others are less obvious. For example, what would a
“redo” action sound like?
Earcons were first discussed by Blattner et al. in 1989. Earcons are “nonverbal audio
messages used in the user-computer interface to provide information to the user about
some computer object, operation, or interaction” [140]. It is a language built of short
sequences of tones and associated with actions and objects. Earcons give each object and
action a short musical sequence, or module. For example, a folder will have a particular
module, as will the action of opening it. When the two are combined it means that a file
is being opened. The design of earcons is related to their visual counterpart, icons. An
advantage of earcons is that the number is limitless. Difficulties with earcons include that
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they are arbitrary and therefore, tend to have a longer initial training period. Receiving
all the information from an earcon is also slower than that of an icon. Possible methods
of reducing the duration of earcon sounds is to present earcons simultaneously.
Sonification, or auralisation, is when data is transformed by a sound generator into
classical dimensions of sound, such as frequency, amplitude, and duration, for monitoring
and comprehension. Sonification gives users immediate information about their actions.
For example, if a sound was mapped to downloading a file, the sound may be continuous
while the file is downloading, but when the process is finished the sound would change.
This tells users that the action is complete. This type of technique immerses users more
into their environment and can illustrate the passing of time. However, it can lead to
artificial sounds, as there may not be real connections between the sounds chosen and the
data that is being represented. This is presently being discussed within areas of business
analysis and programming.
3.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of spatial organisation and visualisation tools that are
being used to support seeking tasks for the three types of user identified in Chapter 2. In
general, designing for unknown, impossible to articulate, exploratory information seeking
tasks presents difficulties. Browsing tasks are also more frequent than that of searching;
however, known-item seeking tasks frequently have better support through the use of
query-based search engines. In order to support exploratory seeking better, one approach
is to group related items together, and make users aware of additional related resources.
Another important feature is allowing users to preview the audio information quickly. The
findings of this chapter suggest using audio cues in order to provide a quick advanced
preview and presenting simultaneous audio as a way of reducing visual overload. Features
that can be used within visualisation and spatial organisation tools that support memory
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include maps, panning, zooming, and landmarks in order to provide a good overview of
the information.
Chapter 4
Organisation and Re-find
Experiment
Chapter 2 identified three groups of users based on organisation choice. It implied that
how users sought information depended on how their collection was organised and/or
maintained and what type of information was in their collection. A number of seeking
tasks were proposed within the general categories of browsing and searching, and differ-
ent strategies were described by users when completing both tasks. Chapter 3 described
tools that supported seeking behaviour within collections and attempted to highlight
what features would be the most useful for the three different groups of users. It was rec-
ommended that spatial organisations that supported fast access to audio would improve
the accessibility of spoken word collections.
This chapter describes an experiment that aims to replicate organisation and re-
finding behaviour described by manual organiser users. Using the analysis of tools in
Chapter 3, Personal Audio Work Space (PAWS) was designed. Features include two views
of the information collection, landmarks, quick audio preview, simultaneous presentation
of audio, and the use of audio to describe meta-data. The results of this experiment are
presented in this chapter.
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4.1 Motivation & Background
Besides users who have personal music collections, another type of user that uses a
manual organisation approach is knowledge workers (e.g., oral historians, anthropologists,
usability specialists, and market researchers). An advantage of organising manually is
that the process of organising a collection can help to analyse the data better. With
the growing collections of spoken word content, knowing how people organise and re-find
spoken word documents and supporting these actions may improve the accessibility of
such collections, increase the number of potential users, and increase the value of the
information collection.
Research within Personal Information Management (PIM) has attempted to describe
how people re-find information within their personal collections. These studies have
typically focused for the most part on text collections, and usually conduct experiments
using participants’ own information collections. With a lack of a specialist user group, this
study employs a methodology similar to that of the Data Mountain experiments [113, 114,
115]. Participants begin by organising a collection of unknown spoken word documents
before completing re-find tasks. This has the advantage of revealing valuable information
on organisation styles and strategies, as well as details on how spoken word documents
are found.
Chapter 3 recommended that a manual spatial organisation tool that supported mem-
ory functions and provided better access to audio content would improve performance in
re-find tasks. With this in mind, two versions of PAWS are compared (known as basic
and audio for the remainder of the chapter). The main difference between the versions
is the number of audio cues that are available. The primary aims of this study are to
compare the times, error rates, and satisfaction levels between the two versions of PAWS.
The role of organisation styles and strategies in relation to re-finding success are explored
as well.
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Features Basic audio Extended audio
Views Workspace & map Workspace, AudioView & map
Object type Sound & landmark Sound & landmark
Modality of views Visual Visual & audio
Audio cues Simple playback Simple playback,
hover-to-hear,
multi-hover-to-hear,
aspect-listen,
Landmark sound
Table 4.1: Overview the differences of features designed and implemented in PAWS.
4.2 PAWS Interface Features
Two versions of PAWS were used for this experiment. The design features of PAWS
are those of the author. The difference between the versions is the number of audio
cues available to users. Much of the implementation was carried out by experienced
Java programmers. PAWS is written in Java 1.5 using JOAL [142], a Java wrapper for
OpenAL 1.0 [143], for the audio implementation.
4.2.1 Visualisation of PAWS
The visualisation of PAWS is based on a combination of ideas from user- and computer-
centred spatial tools (Sect. 3.1.1). Two views of a collection are available at all times:
a workspace and a map (numbers 1 and 2, respectively, in Fig. 4.1). The workspace
displays part of the entire available space (known as the universe) at full size. The map
displays the universe in miniature. At all times, the map shows users where the working
space is in relation to the universe. It is marked on the map by a green rectangle. The
workspace view may be changed either by clicking and dragging on the workspace or
within the green rectangle on the map.
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Figure 4.1: PAWS interface with limited audio features. Workspace, map, and basic
audio playback control as well as one landmark are shown.
4.2.2 Object Types
Two types of objects exist in PAWS: a sound and a landmark object. Sound objects
contain a spoken word document and are represented by a speaker icon (see Fig. 4.2) in
the workspace and by an orange square in the map. Sound objects can be moved either
by dragging them on their workspace or on the map. When a sound object is selected or
hovered over, the icon changes colour. Sound objects can be positioned on top of each
other in order to create piles. When sound objects that are positioned lower in a pile
(lower Z-position) are clicked on with the left mouse button, it moves to the top of the
pile (highest Z-position). Clicking with the right mouse button maintains the Z-position
of sound objects. Number 4 in Figure 4.1 shows sound objects arranged in piles. The
sound object with the orange background is the currently selected one.
Landmarks are a technique used within wayfinding to aid users in navigating around
a space. This feature is based on other landmark techniques. For this experiment, five
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Figure 4.2: Icon for a sound object.
Figure 4.3: Icon for a landmark object.
fixed positioned landmarks are represented by a house icon (see Fig. 4.3) in the working
space and by a green square in the overview (see number 5 in Fig. 4.1).
4.2.3 Audio Features
The extended audio version has all of the visual features described above, and includes
additional audio features. The two versions have been developed with regard to ensuring
that there are no performance differences exist between the two. The initial interface
for the extended audio version includes additional controls. An overview of the extended
audio version is presented in Figure 4.4. The landmark button (number 3 in Fig.) opens
the control panel for landmark sounds (see Fig. 4.5).
Simple playback
To listen to a sound object, the user clicks on it to select it upon which its background
colour changes to orange- and then presses “Play” on the control panel. Selection works
either by clicking on the sound object in the workspace or in map view. Only one sound
is played at a time. If a sound object is selected and played while another one is playing,
the first sound object is stopped, and the new selection is played. All sound objects
play from the beginning. The user stops sounds by pressing “Stop” on the control panel
(see number 3 on Fig. 4.1). All sound objects are numbered for the experiment (e.g.,
sound1, sound2), and changing their name is not possible . While in the extended audio
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Figure 4.4: PAWS interface with extended audio features. Workspace, map and extended
audio playback control as well as one landmark and three sound objects are shown. Red
highlights that the landmark sound and the sound objects (marked in red in the map)
which are currently being played simultaneously.
Figure 4.5: Landmark control panel for the extended audio playback features of PAWS.
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version, the position and loudness of the sound object depends on where it is located in
the universe. The basic audio version does not show changes in loudness or direction.
Simple playback the only audio feature available within the basic version.
AudioView
The audioView maps sounds from a 2D universe into a partial spherical 3D space (270
degrees surrounding a listener, not 360 degrees). The audioView aids users in distin-
guishing where a sound object is positioned within the universe. As it is possible to
listen to sound objects without moving to their location (via listening using the map),
it also provides an indication as to where users are in relation to the sound object that
is playing. The loudest point in the universe is at the centre of current workspace. Sec-
tion 3.2 highlighted tools that used spatial presentation of audio content for good effect.
It is also recognised that it is easier to distinguish different sounds that are played si-
multaneously when the perceived distance and direction is different (see Sect. 3.2). To
use JOAL’s standard equations for positioning sound, 2D universe coordinates must be
transferred into 3D coordinates. Standard mathematical equations were used to transfer
the 2D coordinates into partially spherical 3D coordinates.
Hover-to-hear
When a sound object is hovered over with the mouse, after a delay of one second, the
contents of the sound object start to play. This can be used in either the workspace or
map view. The selected sound object changes its colour to red (both in the workspace
and on the map) when playing. When the mouse moves away from the sound object, the
playback stops. When sound objects are in piles, the top object in the pile, where the
mouse may hover, plays when hovered over. Figure 4.6 shows sound objects are hovered
over when in piles.
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Figure 4.6: Hovering over sound objects causes them to change colour (from grey to red)
and to play. When in piles, the sound object directly below the mouse cursor is played.
Aspect-hear
With the aspect-hear feature different aspects of a sound object may be listened to. An
aspect represents one view, meta-data, or part of the content. In this case the different
aspects are: content, number of voices, and length of sound object (see number 2 in
Fig. 4.4). Prior to the experiment, the spoken word documents were tagged with meta-
data that described the different values of each aspect. Using the control panel, users
choose to listen to a certain combination of the content, number of voices, and length
meta-data. As with visual attributes, audio attributes may be used to describe different
aspects within information (see Sect. 3.2). For PAWS the length of an sound object is
described as either short, medium, or long. The sounds used to represent this vary only in
length (i.e., a short sound object is represented by a short sound). The number of voices
is described as either one or many. The sounds used to represent this aspect are a single
voice to represent a one-voice sound object, and many voices played simultaneously to
represent a multi-voice sound object. The control panel for the extended audio version
allows users to choose what is listened to at any time. When a sound object is hovered
over, after one second, the contents (or chosen aspects) are played. The delay is intended
to allow for the sound objects to be moved without listening to the contents. As with
the simple audio version, users may listen to sound objects by selecting (clicking on) and
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Figure 4.7: Aspect-hear audio control on PAWS.
pressing “Play” in the control panel. Depending on where the sound object is in relation
to the loudest point, the loudness and direction change.
Audio Landmarks
Landmarks can have sounds attached to them. The idea is to make landmarks more
memorable. Sounds may be attached to landmarks by the use of the landmark control
panel (see Fig. 4.5). For this experiment, participants were able to select one out of a
selection of nine sounds. It was also possible to not select any sounds for a landmark.
Multi-hover-to-hear
Multi-hover-to-hear combines audioView, soundmarks, and aspect-hear. When a land-
mark is hovered over, the landmark sound (if a sound has been chosen) and the five
closest sound objects (chosen aspects) play. Presenting sounds simultaneously is hoped
to reduce the time it takes to find an individual spoken word document (see Sect. 3.2). To
improve the intelligibility of sounds, the audioView projects the sounds into a spherical
space around the user (see description in audioView). As the centre of the workspace is
the loudest point in the audioView, when objects are moved, the volume and direction
of the sound and landmark objects change. The view is moved by clicking and dragging
the landmark. This maintains the organisation of the sound objects in relation to the
landmark, and allows users to identify which object is in the centre of the screen and,
therefore, the loudest object. The map shows which sound objects are playing at any
given time (see number 3 Fig. 4.4).
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4.3 Methodology
The experiment was a repeated-measures design for independent variables: “version
type”, with two levels (basic audio and extended audio) and “search type”, with three
levels (known-item search, exhaustive search (audio property), and exhaustive search
(content property)). Due to the risk of a learning effect between the two versions, the
order the version type was presented in was counter-balanced; that is, all participants
used both interfaces, but not in the same order. Half of the group used the basic audio
version first, the other half of the group used the extended audio version first. Two sets
of spoken word collections were used. Again, the order presented to the participants was
counter-balanced. All participants completed the three search tasks in the same order.
4.3.1 Participants
Eighteen participants volunteered for the experiment. All participants were German
speakers, whose English was sufficient for the experiment. Sixteen participants worked
within the area of knowledge management, the other two were computer science students.
All participants had experience with re-finding tasks from their daily life. None of the
participants had experience with spoken word collections, but 17 had experience with
organisation and search tasks relating to music (mainly MP3s). Only three participants
were familiar with spatial organisation tools, although a further six reported to organise
their computer desktops spatially. All reported to have normal hearing, although no
tests were conducted to prove this. Participants were assigned randomly to one of the
two groups.
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4.3.2 Apparatus and Materials
Questionnaires
The Visual, Audio, Read/write, Kinesthetic (VARK) questionnaire tries to establish a
person’s learning preference [144]. Once known, learning materials can be designed that
suit a particular learner and make the learning experience more effective. For example,
visual learners learn more effectively when presented with visual materials, whereas audio
learners prefer to use audio material, such as audio recordings and discussing ideas with
others. Many people fall into a multi-modal category with particular leanings towards one
or more of the other categories. That means the most effective materials cover all learning
styles. The VARK questionnaire is not a standard learning preference questionnaire.
However, it was suspected that those participants who had a particular leaning towards
audio materials would perform better using the audio extended version. Therefore, the
VARK questionnaire was used to give an indication if the participants were particular
learning types. The test is short (only 13 questions) and easy and quick to administer.
Within this experiment, Likert questions were used to obtain opinions on the design
of the two user interfaces [145]. In this experiment five-point Likert questions were used
(e.g.,, 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). The
questions were asked at different stages during the experiment, and additional questions
were asked for the extended audio interface. Table 4.2 shows the standard questions
used for the two interfaces and Table 4.3 shows the additional questions for the extended
audio version.
Audio Data
Two collections of 20 sound objects were created for the experiment. These sound objects
came from BBC radio 2 interviews and required no previous knowledge in order for the
content to be understood. The speakers discussed topics such as art, music, acting,
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Task Question
L1 “It was easy to place the sound objects.”
L2 “I will be able to re-find sound objects quickly.”
L3 “I remembered the location of the sound object
needed.”
L4 “The display has too much information on it.”
L5 “Overall the interface is effective.”
Table 4.2: Likert questions asked during the organisation and re-find experiment.
Questions
AL1 “The additional sounds helped me to remember
the location of the sound objects.”
AL2 “The additional sounds are confusing.”
Table 4.3: Likert questions asked for the extended audio features in the organisation
and re-find experiment.
and architecture. Each sound object ranged from between 5 to 30 seconds, and had
one or more speakers. The sound object collections contained a combination of male a
female voices. All speakers used standard and clear English. Sound objects within each
collection were presented to participants in random order. Both interfaces used both
collections.
4.3.3 Procedure
Prior to the experiment, participants completed a VARK questionnaire and described
their experiences with both spatial organisation tools and spoken word collections. If
they had had experience with either, they described what tools they had used.
Before testing began, participants had time to familiarise themselves with the ap-
propriate version of PAWS. First, by reading a set of paper instructions describing the
relevant interface (see App. A.1 and App. A.2). To ensure participants all worked under
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Figure 4.8: PAWS with extended audio features. Control panel for organisation task.
Number 1 shows how to add sound objects to the workspace. Number 2 shows the added
sound objects.
the same conditions, paper instructions for the relevant PAWS version were available at
all times. Participants then tried out all the features of the version and completed a short
training segment, which was a small version of the experiment. Participants organised
five sound objects in their workspace. Each sound object was added to the workspace
individually, where participants could move the sound object to a suitable position. Once
satisfied with the placement, participants listened to the next sound object, and so on.
Participants could listen to any of the sound objects as often as they wanted. Sound
objects could be moved either using the workspace or the map. Figure 4.8 shows the
training organisation task for the audio extended version. Number 1 shows the control
panel that adds sound objects to the workspace when clicked on. Number 2 shows already
added sound objects.
The known-item search, involved finding a specific single spoken word document. The
wanted spoken word document was presented in sound. This task was completed once
for the training. Figure 4.9 shows the control panel for the specific find task. Number
1 plays the sound that is wanted. Number 2 is clicked in order to select the sound the
participant has found. Number 3 is clicked to complete the task and register the result.
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Figure 4.9: PAWS with extended audio features. Control panel for finding specific sound
objects. Number 1 shows how to listen to the desired sound object, number 2 is pressed
when the chosen sound is found. Number 3 is pressed to complete the task.
Both exhaustive search tasks involved finding a group of spoken word documents
that were related to a text-based scenario. This task was completed once for training.
Figure 4.10 shows the PAWS with audio extended features and the control panel used
for both of the directed search tasks.
Participants were able to ask any questions concerning PAWS or tasks during train-
ing. When comfortable with both PAWS and the tasks, participants proceeded to the
experiment.
Starting with a blank workspace, participants added spoken word documents to their
workspace one at a time (20 in total). Participants could re-listen and move already
positioned sound objects, using either the workspace or the map. The sound objects
in the collection were presented to participants in a random order so as to reduce any
effects of presenting information in a particular order. Before organising the collections,
participants were asked to structure the spoken word collection in such a way that they
would be able to re-find spoken word documents easily if required. The time taken for
participants to organise the collection, as well as their final workspace were recorded for
future analysis. After participants had organised their workspace, they were asked to
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Figure 4.10: PAWS with extended audio features. Control panel for directed find tasks
for both audio and content properties. Number 1 shows the written scenario, number 2
is pressed to select an appropriate sound. Number 3 shows where the chosen results are
presented. Number 4 is clicked when all the relevant sound objects are found.
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comment on how easy it was to position sounds, and how likely they were to re-find
individual sound objects (Likert questions L1 and L2 from Tab. 4.2).
The known-item search task consisted of re-finding a given sound object as quickly
as possible. The requested sound object was played to participants. This task was
repeated five times, each time requesting a different sound object (the control panel for
task 1 is shown in Fig. 4.9). The spoken word documents selected for retrieval were
chosen at random in order to reduce the effects of one spoken word document being more
memorable than another. Error rates and the times taken to find the correct spoken
word document were recorded automatically.
Next, the exhaustive search tasks involved finding as many sound objects as possible
related to a particular topic or audio property. For example, finding sound objects related
to music or ones that feature female voices. The tasks were considered completed when
participants felt that they had found all relevant sound objects. The exhaustive search
task was repeated five times (twice for audio property, three times for topic property).
The time taken and the number of sound objects found were recorded for future analysis
(Fig. 4.10 shows the interface for tasks 2 and 3).
After the experiment, participants were presented with the remainder of the Likert
questions (Tab. 4.2) and were also asked to describe what organisation strategy they
had used. Those participants who were being tested with the extended audio version
were asked the Likert questions described in Table 4.3. Additional comments concerning
PAWS were given, as well as version preferences.
4.4 Results
The results for this experiment were obtained using a combination of automatically
recorded information (i.e., time and error rates, saved workspaces), questionnaires (i.e.,
VARK and Likert), interviews, and observation. The main findings are presented below.
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Basic audio Extended audio
8m 39s (SD 3m 5s) 9m 1s (SD 4m 14s)
Table 4.4: Storage times and standard deviation for basic and audio extended interface.
Basic audio Extended audio
8m 59s (SD 3m 30s) 10m 5s (SD 3m 24s)
Table 4.5: Storage times and standard deviations for first and second attempts at
organising collections.
4.4.1 Organisation Task
Timed
The time each participant took to organise 20 spoken word documents was recorded.
Table 4.4 shows the mean time, and standard deviation, in minutes to organise the basic
and extended audio interfaces. A paired samples t-Test [146] was conducted on the
version type and the time taken to organise. Although participants were quicker when
organising using the basic audio version, there was no significant main effect (t(17) =
-0.29, p = 0.78).
As participants had completed this task on both interfaces, the time taken to organise
for both first and second attempts was noted. This is shown in Table 4.5. A paired
samples t-Test was conducted on the time taken to organise and the order they had
organised in. Participants took significantly longer to organise a set of 20 sound objects
in their second attempt (t(17) = -2.59, p = 0.02). Again, participants were slower to
organise while using the extended audio version, but not significantly so.
Strategies
Participants had a number of styles and strategies for organising their workspaces. These
can be divided into three decisions: use of space, property to organise by and alignment
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Dimension Possible values
Use of space viewport — whole space
Alignment tidy — messy
Property topic, audio, both, none
Table 4.6: Axis of possible variations of organisation styles.
(see Tab. 4.6). Observations also indicated that some participants preferred to add the
collection to the workspace prior to organising, while others organised it while adding
the sound objects. This meant occasionally updating the organisation to suit the recent
additions. The strategy used to organise a collection can be determined by mathematical
calculation. However, in this case, observation and interview methods were used to
determine participant preferences.
Use of space went from using only the viewport space, so all spoken word documents
can be seen at all times, to using the whole space. Often, participants grouped sound
objects around landmarks, so categories would form. Using only the viewport meant
that all objects were visible at all times, but gave less space to each category. Using all
of the space meant time may be spent moving around the space, but categories got more
space (see Fig. 4.11). Another organisation decision was which property to organise by.
Observations and interviews showed that users grouped by either topic, audio properties,
or a combination of the two(see Fig 4.12). Alignment refers to how straight the lines
are between spoken word documents. Some preferred straight lines at equal distances,
others preferred a more “messy” approach (see Fig. 4.13).
In an attempt to solve the difficulties of positioning sound objects that belonged
in more than one category they were positioned in between all relevant places. For
sound objects that did not seem to belong to one obvious place, a miscellaneous pile
was created. If another sound object appeared that was related to a sound object in
a miscellaneous pile, a new category was created. Many participants preferred to re-
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Figure 4.11: Use of space dimension. An example of a whole space (right) and a work
space (left) organisation.
Figure 4.12: Property dimension. Examples of topic (right), audio (centre), and both
(left) organisation strategies.
Figure 4.13: Alignment dimension. An example of a tidy (left) and “messy” (right)
organisation.
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Basic audio Extended audio
Time 27s (SD 11s) 36s (SD 20s)
Error 1 1
Table 4.7: Times and error rates for task 1 for basic and audio enhanced interface.
organise their workspaces when necessary. For many participants, space was used to
convey extra details about a sound object. Half of the group partially changed their
strategy for the second attempt of the experiment. For example, they changed from
using the universe to just using the workspace. This decision by so many of the group to
change one or more axes in their organisation style, implies that their original attempt
was not satisfactory.
4.4.2 Known-item Re-find Task
In the known-item re-find task, participants were asked to re-find a specified sound object.
They were given an audio cue of the sound they needed to find. Each participant repeated
this task five times. The result for the time and error rate was an average of their five
attempts. These times and error rates are given in Table 4.7. The Mean times are given
in minutes, and the mean error rates are expressed in percentage of correct answers.
A repeated measures t-Test was performed on the version type and task time. Par-
ticipants were significantly faster at finding specific sound objects with the basic audio
version (t(17) = -2.37, p = 0.03). The error rate was the same for both interfaces. A
t-Test was also conducted to compare the time taken to complete the tasks between first
and second attempt. No significant difference was found. However, participants were
faster in their second attempt (29 seconds (SD 10 seconds)) than their first attempt (36
seconds (SD 21 seconds)).
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Basic audio Extended audio
Time 1m 26s (SD 1m 11s) 1m 36s (SD 41s)
Number found 4.04 (SD 0.81) 3.1 (SD 0.8)
Average time 22s (SD 20s) 35s (SD 21s)
Table 4.8: Times and number of spoken word documents found, and average time to find
an spoken word document for task 2 for basic and audio enhanced interface.
4.4.3 Exhaustive Search by Topic Property Task
Participants were asked to find spoken word documents related to a given topic, such
as music. An answer was considered correct if a keyword appeared in the spoken word
document that related it to the given topic. Each participant completed the task three
times, and was given an average result for both the task time and number of correct spo-
ken word documents found. The average time to find a correct result was computed from
the task time and the number of correct spoken word documents found (see Tab. 4.8).
A repeated measures t-Test showed no significant difference in the time between the
two interfaces (t(17)= -0.58, p = 0.57). However, significantly more correct spoken word
documents found in the basic interface than in the audio enhanced interface (t(17)= 4.28,
p = 0.001). A repeated measures t-Test was also performed on the average time to find
an object. Although completing the task with the basic audio version was quicker (22
s) than with the audio enhanced interface (35 s), this was not a significant result (t(17)
= -2.05, p = 0.06). Also, the standard deviation for completing the task was lower for
the extended audio version (41 s) than the basic audio version (1 m 11 s). This suggests
that even though there were no significant differences in the time taken to complete the
task, there was more variability within the basic audio group.
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Basic audio Extended audio
Time 1m 47s (SD 1m 27s) 1m 40s (SD 48s)
Number found 4.8 (SD 1.8) 4.25 (SD 1.5)
Average time 27s (SD 16s) 27s (SD 20s)
Table 4.9: Times, number of spoken word documents found and average time to find a
spoken word document for task 3.
4.4.4 Directed Search by Audio Property
Participants were given a textual description instructing them to find as many spoken
word documents as possible related to a given audio property, such as a voice type. Par-
ticipants completed the task twice with times and error rates recorded for both attempts.
The results for both the time and error rate were averaged. The average time to find a
correct spoken word document was calculated by dividing the number of spoken word
documents found by the average time (see Tab. 4.9 for details).
A repeated measures t-Test was performed on the version type and time, the version
type and the number of sound objects found, and the version type and the average time.
No significant differences were found between the two versions. The standard deviation
for the time taken to find relevant sound objects is smaller for the extended audio version,
indicating less variability in performance between participants.
4.4.5 Use of workspace vs Re-finding Tasks Performance
Use of space
A Pearson correlation was performed on the use of space and time to complete known-
item task and the average time to find a spoken word document in both of the exhaustive
search tasks. No significant results were found relating how the space was used and
average time to find a spoken word document. However, the less space used, the less
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time it took to find a spoken word document. It also suggests that 20 sound objects may
not have been enough for a space larger than a monitor to be useful.
Organise by topic/audio/both
Calculations were conducted on how the organisation style and known-item search time,
and both of the exhaustive search average times correlated. A correlation was found
between organisation style and the exhaustive search (audio property) average time
(Kendalls Tau -.27, p=.05), in favour of those participants who organised by taking
into account both the topic and audio properties. This indicates that organising using
as many dimensions as possible speeds up any re-finding later on.
Organise by Alignment
No correlations were found between alignment and search time in any of the search tasks.
This dimension appears to match user preferences more closely.
4.4.6 Subjective Measures
The discussed subjective measures were gathered using Likert questions, observation,
interviews, and general comments from participants. Non-parametric statistics were cal-
culated of the Likert questions. No statistics were calculated for information gathered
from the observation, interviews, and general comments. These types of information were
intended to better understand what had happened in the experiment, and to improve
PAWS.
Likert Questions
During each interface, participants answered five Likert questions in order to gauge the
satisfaction levels with the interfaces. A 5-point Likert scale was used (from 1 - strongly
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Question Basic audio Extended audio
L1 “It was easy to place the sound
objects”
3.28 (SD 1.13) 3.39 (SD 1.20)
L2 “I will be able to re-find the
sound objects quickly”
3.28 (SD 0.89) 3.44 (SD 0.86)
L3 “I remembered the location of
the sound object needed”
3.22 (SD 0.88) 3.78 (SD 0.81)
L4 “The display has too much in-
formation on it”
1.33 (SD 0.49) 1.83 (SD 0.86)
L5 “Overall the interface is effec-
tive”
3.67 (SD 0.97) 4.11 (SD 0.58)
Table 4.10: Summary of the results for Likert questions for Experiment 1.
disagree to 5 - strongly agree). The results show the average Likert figure for each
interface type. The mean of the results are given in Table 4.10.
Wilcoxon tests were performed on each question [147]. LI and L2 showed no significant
results. However, the results from L3 and L4 are significant for the extended audio version
( T = -2.153, p = 0.03) and (T = -2.041, p= 0.04). The result for L5 is also close to being
significant (T = -1.734, p= 0.08). A significant number of participants (17 participants)
reported they preferred using the interface that had additional audio features.
Feedback for PAWS
The feedback on using PAWS was encouraging. All participants reported it was easy to
use and a useful way to organise and re-find spoken word documents. Most comments
fell into the categories of landmarks, multi-hear, annotation, and organisation.
Landmarks. Landmarks were used often as a place where groups of sound objects were
assembled (clusters). In the extended audio version, a landmark could have different
sounds attached to it. This was generally not liked nor found useful by the participants.
They felt that the attached sounds had no additional meaning to the landmark, and gave
no extra benefit. One suggestion for improving the aural memorability of landmarks,
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was that the sound the landmarks attached had to be borrowed from the sound objects
that were closest to the landmark. The assumption being that sound objects that were
more representative of a cluster would be positioned closer to a landmark than those that
were less representative. If the landmark had the same sound as that of its closest (and
arguably) most related sound object, then it would better describe its cluster. It was
also suggested that this way of collecting an identity was only available on the map.
Multi-hear. In general the number of simultaneously played sounds was too high for
most users. In order to make use of this function, the space between objects had to be
larger, and this could detract from the organisation. An improvement for this feature
would be to reduce the number of sounds playing simultaneously, and to make the dif-
ferences in volume and location of the sounds more distinct, thus making the individual
sounds appear more separate and distinguishable. In general, approximately one fourth
of participants used this feature in order to browse for information in the exhaustive
search tasks.
Hover-to-hear. The participants appreciated the hover feature, but felt the delay was
too long. Other recommended improvements were to allow fast-forwarding and rewinding
of the sound objects.
Organisation. Many participants felt that two dimensions was not adequate. Sugges-
tions for improvements included additional visual cues, such as colour, size, and shape.
Others felt that being able to annotate both landmarks and sound objects would have
increased their success in re-finding information. In the extended audio version, some
participants reported to having spent less time to organise their collections, as they felt
that the browsing support offered would enable them better to re-find wanted informa-
tion more easily. Another suggestion was to be able to change the view of information to
suit the current user’s needs. Some participants reported remembering when they had
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heard a sound object, especially sound objects near the beginning or at the end. This
implies that supporting a temporal structure could offer benefits.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Organisation Styles and Strateiges
As speculated, different organisation strategies were apparent. Three dimensions were
identified that were important while organising the collection: use of space, organised
property, and alignment. Piling and clustering were also common techniques for organ-
ising related sound objects (also found in Section 3.1.1). More than half of the group
changed one or more of these dimensions during their second attempt of organisation.
This may indicate that they felt that they had not found an optimal way of organising
the collection. It is suspected that the first attempt was a clearer indication of how they
organised information naturally, whereas the second was more geared towards spoken
word information. It can be assumed that with more practice, different organisation
techniques would emerge. There is an indication that participants felt that organisation
was important to successfully re-find a sound object, as there was a significant increase in
time spent between the first and second attempts (see App. A.4). However, the cost, in
terms of time spent, in organising such a small collection was relatively high. This may
mean that using a user-centred approach to organisation may only be beneficial for those
people who use organisation as a way of analysing data (e.g., sense-making tasks). Ways
to reduce the time to organise while maintaining the benefits of user-centred organisation
include supporting users in organising a small portion of their collection, so they then
organise the remainder based on this organisation, to users describing basic rules and
roughly organising the collection. An improvement in navigation cues could reduce the
need for an effectively created organisation.
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In order to test further, a comparison of manually organised, partially organised and
automatically organised collections could better identify the role of organisation within re-
finding in personal collections. The choice of organisation did not appear to be dependent
on the learning style.
4.5.2 Re-finding Tasks
It was hypothesized that participants would be significantly faster and make fewer errors
while using PAWS with extended audio. However, the participants performed signifi-
cantly better in re-finding a specific item in the basic audio version. Reasons for the
increase in time spent using the PAWS extended audio version could be due to a lack of
experience with such tools, a lack of experience with spoken word documents, and the
fact that audio is a slower medium to process. The increase in time may be due to the
audio features not being optimal. Another reason for the slowness in extended audio
is that the participants used well-established finding techniques, and when those failed,
tried to use the extended audio features. This would naturally make the extended audio
version slower, as the features were being used as a last resort. The error rates were the
same for both versions.
It was hypothesised that the performance in terms of both time and number of correct
sound objects found would be better for the PAWS extended audio version. No significant
difference was found for either factor between the two versions. A reason for this could
be that similar search strategies were employed in the two versions. For this task, the
selected organisation style made the difference.
It was hypothesised that the performances in terms of both time and number of correct
sound objects found would be better in PAWS extended audio version. There was no
significant difference found between the two versions for either performance measurement.
However, the standard deviation was lower for the extended audio version. This suggests
that although the average time was approximately the same for both versions, those
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participants with less successful finding techniques performed better with the extended
audio version than with the basic audio version. This indicates that the provided audio
cues added value to those participants who had difficulties in completing this task.
In each case, a further test comparing experienced users with non-experienced users
could help to confirm whether the favour towards the basic interface in terms of per-
formance was due to a learning difficulty, or if the audio features added unnecessary
complexity to the interface. Again, learning preferences indicated by the VARK ques-
tionnaire did not appear to affect performance within the tasks. A study by Grohn et
al. [148] who compared a visual-only, an audio-visual, and an audio-only version, showed
that the audio-visual interface out performed the other two.
Common strategies used to re-find sound objects was to first look in the location
where it was expected to be (location-based search). For those participants who had a
less organised space, it meant that finding the right area could be problematic. When
looking for a sound object, participants listened briefly (a few seconds) to each sound
object. Through observation, participants who could connect attributes about the voice
with the content had to listen to a potentially relevant sound object for less time than
participants who could not remember any of the details. Naturally, the task of listening
to an object in order to verify it meant that re-finding in audio was slower than if it
had been a visual collection. A similar study using the Data Mountain showed that the
average time for most participants to complete a known-item re-find task was 5 seconds
(organised dataset of 33 webpages). For the similar task in this experiment, the average
time was 27 seconds for the basic audio, and 36 seconds for the extended audio version.
These comparative results between webpages and spoken audio help to demonstrate
that audio information is much slower to re-find. Memory was an important factor in
re-finding. The act of manually organising a collection seemed to aid participants in
re-finding sound objects later. Participants’ descriptions of how the found wanted items
included, “I heard it recently, so it must have a high number in its name”, and “I know
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it’s in a large group”. The correlation between the time taken to organise in the second
attempt and an improvement in re-finding specific items suggests that organisation does
improve memory cues.
4.5.3 Subjective Satisfaction
It was expected that participants would be more satisfied using the PAWS extended
audio version. Although significantly more participants reported to prefer using the ex-
tended audio version, the Likert questions show little difference between the two versions.
Seventeen of the participants reported they prefered using the PAWS with extended au-
dio. Reasons for this preference included more ways in which to search for information.
Hover-to-hear was a popular feature, although the delay was annoying and, in some cases,
participants found using the control panel to play back was quicker. The Likert questions
did not show a significant preference for the extended audio version, although individual
questions highlighted that participants were more confident in finding information using
the audio extended version. The preference may be due to the newness of the interface
and the extra dimensions offered. Although, the basic audio version was commented as
having only rudimentary visual cues, it made the increased possibilities of the extended
audio more appealing.
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented an organisation and re-find experiment using PAWS. PAWS was
designed by first capturing user needs while re-finding personal information (see Chap. 2),
and then analysing tools that supported these behaviours (see Chap. 3). Therefore, the
tool is designed to support organisation and re-finding within a personal spoken word
collection.
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The main findings of this experiment were that memory cues, available while organ-
ising information, indicated to have played an important role in re-finding information.
Although the basic audio interface performed significantly better in some situations,
participants, on the whole, preferred to use the extended audio version. Promising fea-
tures of the extended audio version were the ability to listen to more than one spoken
word document simultaneously (aspect-hear with no landmark sound attached, and only
content selected) and hover-hear. The additional audio features of aspects and audible
landmarks were not used successfully, nor appreciated. The increase in time taken in the
extended audio version may be due to the fact that audio is a slower medium, and that
incorporating audio where it is not strictly necessary increases the time it takes to re-find
information. The next chapter presents an experiment on seeking tasks using PAWS II.
PAWS II was developed based on the findings of this chapter.
Chapter 5
Seeking Experiment
Chapter 4 described PAWS and an experiment that focused on organising and re-finding
spoken word documents using two versions of PAWS. The main findings showed that,
although organisation acted as a useful reminder for re-finding spoken word documents,
the time taken to organise a small collection was high. In such cases, it is expected
that users would prefer to not organise a collection in this way, unless the organisation
provided some added value (e.g., sense-making tasks).Evidence gathered shows that if
the perceived cost of maintaining a collection (e.g., organisation, changing meta-data)
was high, the collection would not be maintained. Therefore, PAWS II is aimed at the
automatic organisation user group. Promising features in PAWS were the ability to
listen quickly to a spoken word document (hover-to-hear) and listening to spoken word
documents simultaneously (multi-hear). Different playback and navigation features have
been designed for PAWS II based on the findings from Chapter 4. PAWS II is designed
to be used as an interface for both personal and public collections. In this experiment,
tasks typically associated with public collections are tested using three versions of PAWS
II (named basic, ear, and navigation). The main difference between the versions is the
playback and navigation features.
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The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 describes the mo-
tivation for the experiment, relating it to previous studies. Section 5.2 describes the
features of the three versions of PAWS II. Section 5.3 describes the methodology that
was used. Section 5.4 gives the results of the experiment. Section 5.5 describes the main
findings of this research and Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.1 Motivation & Background
This experiment aims to replicate seeking behaviour for known-item, exhaustive and
exploratory seeking tasks within public spoken word collections for the automatic organ-
isation user group. Due to the difficulties of finding a group of users with a personal
spoken word collection, the collection used in this experiment is unknown to all partici-
pants. It is expected that PAWS II will work in a similar manner for PIM seeking tasks.
Time, error rates and paths chosen in the information, as well as the use of features
are recorded for analysis. Three versions of PAWS II were tested: a basic version with
minimal audio and memory support, an ear version enables listening to more than one
spoken word document at once and a navigation version where navigation techniques are
supported. For the remainder of this chapter the three versions are called basic, ear, and
navigation. The goal of this experiment is to discover if the additional features provide
improved access to spoken word collections, and to more accurately describe seeking be-
haviours within a spatially organised spoken word collection by using the information
paths created by participants. The primary aims of this study were to investigate if
the additional audio features, and navigation features improved performance in terms
of time and error rate. An investigation of seeking strategies, use of designed features,
and listening strategies are included. It is expected that the additional features will
improve access to individual spoken word documents, thus improving performance and
satisfaction levels.
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5.2 PAWS II Features
5.2.1 PAWS and PAWS II
The features of PAWS II were inspired by ideas explored in Chapter 3,based on expected
seeking behaviours (see Chap. 2) and the feedback and results described Chapter 4.
It is designed for both professional and casual users, and for all types of information
(ephemeral, working, and archive). The most promising features of PAWS were the
ability to listen to the audio content quickly (hover-to-hear), simultaneous presentation
of sound, multiple views, and easy methods with which to explore the views. The cost of
organising a large collection for some tasks can be considered to be too high when doing
it manually. A difference in PAWS II is that the organisation is created automatically.
Landmarks were frequently used as a clustering method in PAWS. In PAWS II manual
organisation, and the ability to move individual sound objects is not possible. Therefore,
in PAWS II landmarks, as a grouping device, is replaced with clusters that are created
automatically. The main aim of PAWS II is to support personal collections. However, it
would also be possible to use this tool for public collections. A comparison of the main
features of PAWS and PAWS II is summarised in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Implementation Details
The design features of PAWS II are those of the author. Much of the implementation
was carried out by experienced Java programmers. PAWS II is divided into three layers:
user interface; model; and storage mechanism. It is implemented as a monolithic system,
but this structure could be divided into three layers. PAWS II is written in Java 1.5
using JOAL [142] for the audio implementation. JOAL is a Java wrapper for OpenAL
1.0 [143]. Java serialisation was used as a storage mechanism, but others may be used.
The model is based on other user-centred spatial organisation tools.
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Features PAWS PAWS II
Organisation Manual Automatic
Grouping Landmarks Clusters
Views Workspace Workspace
Map Map
Exploring information Panning Panning,
Zooming
Listening Hover-to-hear, Hover-to-hear,
Control panel listen, Click-to-hear,
Landmark-listen AudioSphere
Memory devices Organisation Timeline, IListen, Prediction
Table 5.1: Comparison of PAWS and PAWS II features.
5.2.3 PAWS II
Three versions of the interface were used in this experiment (named: basic, ear, and
navigation). All interfaces shared the graphical features of the basic interface. The basic
interfaces provides minimal audio and navigation possibilities. The ear interface includes
all features from the basic interface and allows more than one spoken word document
to be listened to at once. The navigation interface includes all features from the basic
interface and allows participants to move back and forward within their history and to
ask for a prediction. Table 5.2 provides an overview of the features of the three versions
of PAWS. The features are described in more detail below.
Visualisation
Two views were available on the collection: a workspace and a map. The workspace
displayed a portion of the possible collection (universe)(number 1 in Fig. 5.1). The map
displayed the entire universe in miniature (number 2 in Fig. 5.1). The white rectangle in
the map shows where the workspace is in relation to the universe.
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Features Basic Ear Navigation
Views Workspace & map Workspace & map workspace & map
Navigation Pan & zoom Pan & zoom Pan & zoom,
iListen iListen iListen
timeline,
prediction
Listening options Click-to-play/stop Click-to-play/stop Click-to-play/stop
AudioSphere
Table 5.2: Overview of features in the three versions of PAWS II.
Figure 5.1: Basic interface showing the workspace, map and spoken word objects. Listen
indicators that are white have not been listened to, listen indicators that are orange have
been listened to.
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Sound Objects
All spoken word documents are represented as a circle in the workspace (see Fig. 5.1).
Each circle has two elements: a background colour and either one or many coloured
circles. The background colour shows the state of iListen. If it is white, the spoken
word document has not been listened to; if it is orange, the spoken word document has
been listened to (compare numbers 3 and 5 in Fig. 5.1). iListen is visible in both the
workspace and the map. No difference in colour is apparent to show how long a spoken
word document has been listened to. The coloured circles represent what categories a
spoken word document belongs to. One circle signifies that the spoken word document
belongs in one category, two circles signify that it belongs in two categories, and so
on. For this experiment, a spoken word document could belong to a maximum of three
categories. When a spoken word document is clicked on iListen changes colour and its
contents play (click-to-play). Clicking on an empty space within the workspace stops the
playback. If a different spoken word document is clicked on while another is playing,
playback of the previous document is stopped and the new spoken word document is
played. Playback also begins at the start of the spoken word document’s contents.
Automatic Organisation
Different techniques exist to automatically organise a collection based on pre-defined
rules (see Chap. 3.1.1). A number of difficulties exist when organising collections. In
the previous experiment, it was apparent that a number of organisation strategies were
used, and the results showed that no significant correlation between organisation strategy
and re-find performance existed; this would indicate that organisation strategies are
essentially refined to suit the needs of an individual. Therefore, creating an organisation
that suits all individuals is probably not possible. Instead, PAWS II provides a semi-
organised collection based on category similarity, and additional audio and navigation
cues to compensate for the lack or personal organisation.
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The chosen spatial organisation algorithm chosen is based on the idea of positioning
the objects that have the most categories in common closest to one another. As such,
the algorithm is based on a concept of “category similarity”, which can be reduced to a
numeric value between 1 and 0. The value 1 represent two spoken word documents with
an identical category set, and the value zero represents two spoken word documents that
do not share a single category. The value of intermediate combinations can be calculated
in many ways. The important aspect is that “category similarity” reflects the number of
categories being shared. One way to do this is to count the number of shared categories
and divide them by the number of categories that could have been shared. The algorithm
is divided into three phases and is presented below.
Phase 1 Initialisation. Sound objects are positioned randomly within the available uni-
verse (see left image on Fig. 5.3).
Phase 2 Iterative moving of sound objects to categories. Each sound object is moved
around the universe iteratively controlled by the following prioritised rules (see
middle image on Fig. 5.3).
Rule 1 Avoid any overlapping spoken word documents. Move spoken word
documents directly away from overlapping spoken word documents by half of
a sound object’s diameter. Test against sound objects in the whole universe.
Rule 2 Avoid being near sound objects of different categories. Move sound
objects that have a different category signature directly away from other sound
objects found within a circle area.
repulseFact
(
1− distance
circleDiameter
)
(1− catSim) averageSiblingCount
siblingCount
(5.1)
repulseFact : Repulsion factor - constant adjusting the power of the rule
distance: straight line distance found between the centres of the two sound
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objects
distance: distance of 12 sound objects diameters
catSim: Category Similarity - calculated ratio between 1 and 0
AverageSiblingCount : average number of sound objects, within the universe
that has identical categories
siblingCount : number of sound objects with identical categories to the present
sound object
Rule 3 Attract pods of similar categories. Move pod directly towards any other
pod in the universe that has the same category.
AttractFact · distance · catSim · averageSiblingCount
SiblingCount
(5.2)
AttractFact :Attraction factor - constant adjusting the power of the rule
distance: straight line distance found between the centres of the two sound
objects.
catSim: Category similarity - calculated ratio between 1 and 0
averageSiblingCount : average number of sound objects within the universe
that have identical categories
siblingCount : the number of sound objects with identical categories to the
present sound object
Phase 3 Organise items of groups by iteration. The final phase uses the same algorithm
as phase 2. The reason of introducing a third phase is to reduce the strength of the
attraction factor (rule 3) so the anti-collision rules 1 and 2 become dominant. This
is achieved by dividing the attraction factor of rule 3 by a value of 1000. Without
this change in attraction factor, we would either see individual items getting isolated
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Figure 5.2: The gray area is where the attraction force is applied. All objects within the
large blue circle lie within the near zone. The small blue circle shows the area that sound
objects should be repulsed from.
Figure 5.3: Stage one (left):adding all spoken word documents randomly to the
workspace. Stage two (centre):clusters of related topics begin to form. Closely related
clusters are positioned closer to those that are less related, where possible. Stage three
(right): completed organisation. Objects move to reduce an overlapping of space.
from similar items, or alternatively, with a very high attraction factor, the shape
of the formed groups would become distorted.
Navigation Support
Panning. Panning is frequently supported within spatial organisation tools 3.1.1. It
allows the viewed space to be moved without requiring a change in size of the objects.
To pan, click-and-drag on either the workspace or within the white rectangle in the map,
and move to the desired position. To move to a different part of the universe without
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Figure 5.4: Basic interface showing a zoomed in and a zoomed out display.
dragging, click anywhere on the map. The clicked position becomes the centre of the
workspace.
Zooming. Zooming is frequently implemented within spatial organisation tools 3.1.1.
It allows users to increase or decrease the amount of visual information available. To
zoom, use the scroll wheel on the mouse (or “+” and “-” on the keyboard). Figure 5.4
illustrates zooming within PAWS II.
Timeline. The timeline feature allows users to move backward and forward between
sound objects that have already been listened to. This is intended to offer similar support
to the use of the backward and forward buttons within browsers. When a user moves
backward, a red line on the map shows the last five objects on their timeline. As it is not
necessary to move to the spatial position in order to listen to a sound object, users may
listen without moving. However, if users wish to investigate the cluster that the present
sound object is in, they can press “enter” to move them to the position of the sound that
is playing. Figure 5.5 shows the timeline feature of the navigation interface.
Prediction. A prediction is based on previous relevant choices. A relevant choice is
determined by how often objects are listened to, how long they are listened to, and what
clusters have been listened to. Difficulties arise when users listen to an object for a short
period of time. This could be interpreted as either a definite no or a definite yes. To
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Figure 5.5: Timeline feature of the navigation interface. The red line on the map shows
where participants have been.
Figure 5.6: Navigation interface showing the prediction feature.
find out more, it is necessary to consider how much of a cluster has been listened to, as
well as if it as been visited previously. When a prediction is asked for, a relevant cluster
is predicted, and a random sound object is played from that cluster. If it is deemed a
good prediction, users move to the predicted cluster by pressing “enter”. If not, more
predictions can be asked for. If a prediction is listened to for a reasonable amount of
time, it is added to the timeline. A predicted cluster is marked with a circle in the map.
Figure 5.6 shows the prediction feature of the navigation interface.
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Listening Features
click-to-play/stop. This is the basic playback option. Click on the sound object to
listen to it. To stop the sound, click on an empty part of the workspace. All sounds start
from the beginning.
Audiosphere. The audiosphere features in the ear version of PAWS II. The audio-
sphere allows users to listen to more than one spoken word document at once. It is
expected that although users are unable to attend to all sounds simultaneously (see
Sect. 3.2), the separation of sounds in space, and different types of voices will mean that
they will be able to focus on the appropriate sound while browsing. This is expected to
reduce the time spent browsing for relevant spoken word documents. This function is
toggled on and off using the right mouse button. The audiosphere is represented by an
ear icon with a blue transparent circle (see Fig. 5.7). When the audiosphere hovers over
an spoken word document, the content of that document is played. If it hovers over more
than one document, all of the documents within the audiosphere will play. In order to
make the sounds more intelligible to users, sounds are separated by distance and position
in an audio space. This means that spoken word documents in the centre of the audio-
sphere are louder than those at the edge. To listen to a single spoken word document
while in this mode, users click on the wanted document. This plays the document from
the start, while stopping all other spoken word documents currently playing within the
audiosphere.
Using a similar technique to the audioView in PAWS (see Sect. 4.2), 2D universe
coordinates are transferred into 3D coordinates and mapped into a partial sphere using
JOAL. In the audioSphere sounds are mapped to a round sphere, and the loudness of the
sounds was adjusted using experimentation. To make enough of a difference in terms of
loudness, the Z offset of the listener was changed to appear further away. This had the
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Figure 5.7: The audiosphere feature (represented by an ear icon and blue transparent
bubble) show which spoken word documents are being listened to.
effect that the loudness and position changed more dramatically than if the listener was
closer. Using the zoom feature did not affect the audiosphere.
5.3 Methodology
The experiment was a repeated-measures design for independent variables interface type
with three levels (basic, ear, navigation) and seeking-task type with four levels (find three,
find as many as possible in three minutes, find specific object, comparison of two topics).
Participants carried out the experiment using all interfaces and seeking task types. Due
to the risk of a learning effect, PAWS II interfaces were presented to participants in
random order. The seeking-task type appeared in the same sequence each time (i.e., find
three objects, find as many objects in three minutes, find a specific object, comparison of
two objects). The audio excerpts and tasks used for the experiment assumed no prior
knowledge. Participants were allocated to an interface type randomly.
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5.3.1 Participants
In total, 18 participants took part. This was a different set of participants than took part
in the organisation and re-find experiment. This was due to availability, and it gave the
opportunity to study a different set of users who were not professionals within the area of
knowledge management and, therefore, would have different experiences and comments.
Of the 18, four worked professionally with music, and a further four took part in musical
activities. Six non-native speakers (three Danish, one German, and one French) took
part, the remainder were native English speakers. Four participants had experience with
podcasting and two had experience with mindmapping tools. All participants took part
in seeking tasks in their everyday life, and their level of English was sufficient for the
tasks.
5.3.2 Apparatus and Materials
Questionnaires
Five questionnaires were used throughout the experiment. At the start, all participants
completed a questionnaire to determine age group, native language, musical training,
experience with spatial tools, and experience with collecting spoken audio (see App. C.4).
After each interface, another questionnaire was given, consisting of a set of five-point
Likert questions [145] (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 =
strongly agree) and open-ended questions. These were to gauge subjective satisfaction
for each version (the questions are outlined in Tab. 5.3); (see App. C.5, C.6 and C.7).
Participants were asked to comment on the features within each version and describe
their good points and possible improvements. Finally, they described what strategies
they used to find relevant information, and provided comments that they felt related to
the experiment, but had not been asked.
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Question num. Question
L1 It was easy to navigate around the information
L2 It was easy to find relevant objects
L3 The interface was easy to use
L4 There is too much information on the screen
L5 I enjoyed using this interface
Table 5.3: Table of Likert questions used in the seeking experiment.
Once participants had completed the experiment in all three interfaces of PAWS II,
they were asked which had been the easiest and the most annoying interface out of the
three, and for final comments on any aspect of the interface (see appendix C.8).
Audio Data
A database of 200 spoken word excerpts was collected from various podcast websites.
The number was large enough to demonstrate the difficulties of organising and navigating
within a spoken word collection. Excerpts ranged in length from 10 to 40 seconds. Each
excerpt could belong to between 1 and 3 categories out of a possible 5 categories (travel,
technology, arts, popular culture and food). A smaller database of 15 spoken word
documents was used for the training period.
5.3.3 Procedure
Prior to the experiment, participants received training on the relevant interface of PAWS
II. Instructions on paper explaining the different features were available, as well as a
verbal walk-through of the relevant interfaces features (see App. C.1, C.2 and C.3).
When participants were comfortable with the version, they completed a set of training
tasks. This was to allow them to practice the tasks before they would be timed for the
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real experiment. It was also an opportunity for them to ask any questions regarding any
aspect of the experiment, and to check the loudness of the audio output.
When the training was complete, the participants completed four tasks using the
relevant interface. The four tasks were:
1. Find three podcasts related to X (a specified topic) This is an exhaustive search
task that is restricted by the number that needs to be found.
2. Find as many podcasts as possible related to X (a specified topic) in three minutes.
This is an exhaustive search task that is restricted by time.
3. Find a specific podcast. This is a known-item search task.
4. Compare: which has more podcasts, X or Y (two specified topics). This is an
exploratory task.
The control panel for each task is shown in Figure 5.8. Number 1 shows a descrip-
tion of what information must be found and the tasks type. Number 2 shows when
information has been selected. Number 3 shows the options available to participants.
Clicking “Start” begins the experiment. Participants click this, once they understand
what they need to find, and before they begin to listen to spoken word documents within
the collection. Clicking “Add” adds the selected spoken word document to the list of
answers. Clicking “Listen” plays the spoken word document that is selected within the
control panel. Clicking “Remove” deletes a spoken word document from the answers.
Once the required information has been found, or time has run out (as is the case in task
2), participants press “Complete”.
Each task was a different type of finding task. In the first task, participants found
three spoken word documents related to a topic. More may have existed, but they only
needed to find three. This is an example of an exhaustive search task restricted by
number to find. The search time, the number of spoken word documents found, the
clusters looked in, and the path taken were recorded for future analysis.
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Figure 5.8: Control panel for seeking tasks.
The second task required finding as many as possible spoken word documents within
three minutes. This is also an exhaustive search task, but restricted by time. Instead
of focusing on finding highly relevant objects, anything that was related to the given
topic could be selected. The focus here was to determine how much information could
be found within the time limit. The number of spoken word documents found, clusters,
and the path were recorded.
Task three asked for a specific spoken word document. This task had only one correct
solution. The search time, spoken word document found, and the path were recorded.
Finally, participants were asked to compare two topics to establish on which of the two
more information existed. Participants could choose whether to browse first or whether to
give an answer immediately. The search time and the number of spoken word documents
listened to were recorded.
At the end of each interface, an interface specific questionnaire was administered (see
App. C.5, C.6 and C.7). This was to determine the overall satisfaction with the inter-
face. It also gave participants an opportunity to comment on aspects of the experiment.
Finally, the participants described which interface had been the easiest and the most
annoying to use, and they provided any additional comments that they felt would be
useful for the analysis.
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Basic Ear Navigation
Time 3m 31s (SD 2m 26s) 3m 47s (SD 2m 9s) 3m 30s(SD 2m 16s)
Error rate 0.72 (SD 0.43) 0.76 (SD 0.27) 0.76 (SD 0.36)
Number lis-
tened to
39 (SD 32) 26(SD 27) 32(SD 26)
Average Time
per object
5s (SD 2s) 4s (SD 3s) 4s(SD 2s)
Table 5.4: Results for find-three task. Time in seconds (s), error rate for the is percentage
of correct items found. Average number of objects listened to and average time listened
to for each object in seconds (s). Standard deviations are provided for all results.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Task One - Find Three Relevant Objects
Participants were asked to find three relevant objects as quickly as possible. An answer
was considered correct if a keyword relevant to the scenario was included in the sound
object. Times, error rates, the number of objects listened to (including repeats), and
average listening times are given in Table 5.4
A repeated-measure t-Test compared the basic with the ear interface and the basic
with the navigation interface. No significant differences were found in the time, error
rates, number of objects listened to, or length of time a sound object was listened to.
The standard deviation is slightly higher for the basic version. This indicates more result
variability.
5.4.2 Task Two - Find As Many Objects As Possible in Three
Minutes
In this task, participants were asked to find as many related objects as possible within
three minutes. An answer was considered correct if a keyword relating to the textual
description was contained in the spoken word document. Table 5.5 shows the number of
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Basic Ear Navigation
Number found 3.28 (SD 2.52) 3.44 (SD 2.25) 4.22 (SD 2.84)
Number listened to 32 (SD 16) 22 (SD 17) 39(23)
Average time per
object
7s (SD 4s) 4s (SD 3s) 7s (SD 4s)
Table 5.5: Results for find as many objects as possible in three minutes. Number found
is the number of correct items found, given with standard deviations. Number of objects
and average time listened to in seconds (s).
correct objects found with standard deviations, the number of objects listened to, and
the average listening time for each object.
A repeated-measures t-Test was performed comparing the basic with the ear inter-
face, and the basic with the navigation interface. No significant differences were found
for the number of objects found in neither the basic - ear nor in the basic - navigation
comparison. There was no significant difference in the time listened to for either com-
parison. The number of objects listened to was significantly greater in the navigation
interface than in the basic interface (t(17) = 0.52, p = 0.03).
5.4.3 Task Three - Find Specific
Participants were asked to find one specific object. There was only one correct way
of solving this task. Times, error rates, the number of objects listened to (including
repeats), and average listening times per object were recorded (see Tab 5.6).
A repeated-measures t-Test was performed comparing the basic and the ear interface
and the basic and the navigation interface. With the ear interface the specific objects
were found significantly faster than with the basic interface (t(17)= 2.48, p = 0.02). The
navigation interface produced faster results on average than the basic interface, but not
significantly so. There was no significant difference in the number of objects listened to,
or the average time each object was listened to for the different interfaces.
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Basic Ear Navigation
Time 3m 13s (SD 2m 38s) 1m 57s (SD 1m 42s) 2m 28s (SD 2m 3s)
Error rate 0.61 (SD 0.50) 0.67 (SD 0.49) 0.78 (SD 0.43)
Number lis-
tened to
36 (SD 34) 19 (SD 17) 29 (SD 25)
Average time
per object
7s (SD 3s) 5s (SD 4s) 7s (SD 3s)
Table 5.6: Results from Task 3. Time given in seconds with standard deviation. Er-
ror rate for number of correct objects found, again presented with standard deviations.
Number of objects listened to and average time per object in seconds.
Basic Ear Navigation
Time 1m 33s (SD 1m 45s) 1m 33s (SD 1m 30s) 1m 3s (SD 1m 8s)
Error 0.83 (SD 0.38) 0.72 (SD 0.46) 0.78 (SD 0.43)
Number listened to 20 (SD 23) 10 (SD 12) 11 (SD 11)
Average time per
object
18s (SD 18s) 11s (SD 12s) 15s (SD 12s)
Table 5.7: Results from Task Four. The time is given in seconds, the number of objects
listened to is the average number that was listened to before giving a response, and the
error is the percentage of correct answers for each interface. The number of objects
listened to and the average listening time per object is also given. All results are given
with a standard deviation.
5.4.4 Task Four - Comparison
Participants were asked to indicate which of two subjects had more objects related to it.
It was possible to either give an answer immediately, or to browse within the collection
first. Finding times and the number of objects listened to were recorded. Table 5.7 shows
the time, number of objects listened to, the average listening time per object, and the
error rate for each interface.
A repeated-measure t-Test was conducted comparing the basic and the ear interfaces,
and the basic and the navigation interfaces. No significant differences were found. The
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Basic Ear Navigation
Zoom 3 (SD 3) 4 (SD 4) 3 (SD 3)
Workspace pan 29 (SD 24) 16 (SD 12) 17 (SD 10)
Map pan 1 (SD 3) 1 (SD 1) 1 (SD 3)
Map click 0 (SD 0) 0.3 (SD 1) 0.3 (SD 1)
Table 5.8: Navigation features used for the basic, ear, and navigation versions of PAWS
II
high standard deviation for time was perhaps due to the strategy used to solve such a
task. Two types of participants were apparent. Firstly, those who preferred to listen
to the collection more before responding. Secondly, those who gave an answer without
further listening to the collection. The number of objects listened to was lower in both
the ear and the navigation version, indicating that more of the collection was explored
and listened to prior to the final task.
5.4.5 General Navigation Patterns
The path participants took while completing the tasks was recorded for analysis. Data
captured included the use of different features (visual, audio, and navigation) and sound
object data (number of sound objects listened to, how long they were listened to, etc.).
The analysis of features showed that panning using the workspace was employed
frequently. From observation, most participants used the zoom feature at the beginning
of the experiment to get an overview of the information on the workspace. For the
remainder of the experiment, the workspace was left at a zoomed out position. The
map’s pan and the click features were rarely used, and only by those participants who
did not use the zoom feature. The features were employed in a similar way for all versions,
except for the pan, which was used significantly more frequently in the basic version than
in both the ear and the navigation versions. The results are summarised in Table 5.8
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Basic Ear Navigation
Total objects
listened to
126 (SD 63) 76 (SD 50) 111 (SD 32)
Total unique
objects lis-
tened to
85 (SD 34) 52 (SD 35) 78 (SD 15)
Total playing
time
12m 33s (SD 5m 36s) 7m 25s (SD 6m 19s) 11m 11s ( SD 3m 17s)
Average lis-
tening time
(s)
6s (SD 2s) 5s (SD 3s) 6s (SD 2s)
Table 5.9: Number of sound objects listened to, number of unique objects listened to,
total playing time (in minutes and seconds), and average listening time per object (in
seconds). All presented with their standard deviations.
5.4.6 Listening Tactics
In order to know if the right information is found within audio, it is necessary to listen
to the contents. The results presented here describe listening patterns derived from the
recorded paths. The results for the ear version is for sound objects that have been
deliberately listened to (i.e., clicked on). Hovering over multiple sound objects did not
register as a result.
A repeated-measures t-Test was performed comparing the total playing time. The
basic version was compared against both the navigation and ear versions. Participants
spent significantly less time listening to sound objects in the ear version (t(17) = 2.64,
p = 0.02). There was a significant difference between the total playing time spent when
comparing the basic and ear versions. This indicates that the ability to listen to a number
of sound objects simultaneously reduces the time needed to listen to a collection. The
average listening time for all three versions was similar (basic: 6s; ear: 5s; and navigation:
6s).
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Basic Ear Navigation
Cluster, systematic 11 10 13
Cluster, semi-systematic 7 7 5
Random 0 1 0
Table 5.10: Strategies used in each interface when seeking information.
5.4.7 Finding Strategies
Participants were asked to describe their finding strategies. Three strategies emerged:
cluster systematic, cluster semi-systematic and random. A cluster systematic strategy
was when participants looked for a relevant cluster, and then searched through the cluster
without missing any objects. A cluster semi-systematic is similar, but not all objects in a
cluster were listened to. Finally, random finding occurred when participants were not sure
where to look, and so listened to objects without applying a known pattern. Table 5.10
outlines the strategies used in each interface.
The most popular approach was finding the correct cluster, and then systematically
searching through it for relevant sound objects. No correlations between the navigation
style and task time were found.
5.4.8 Additional Comments
Feedback was gathered from participants regarding different aspects of the three inter-
faces, in the form of Likert questions, and general comments. The numbers are based on
a 5-point Likert scale (from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). The average
result shows how well a question was answered.
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Question Bas Ear Nav
It was easy to navigate 3.94 (SD 1.05) 4.06 (SD 0.87) 4.22 (SD 0.94)
It was easy to find objects 3.11 (SD 9.63) 3.22 (SD 1.06) 3.06 (SD 0.94)
The interface was easy to use 4.44 (SD 0.71) 4.33 (SD 0.6) 4.11 (SD 1)
There is too much information 2.22 (SD 1.11) 2.17 (SD 1.2) 2.28 (SD 1.01)
I enjoyed using it 3.61 (SD 1.24) 4 (SD 1.24) 3.6 (SD 1)
Table 5.11: Results from Likert questions.
Likert Questions
General Likert questions were asked for each interface. The results are summarised in
Table 5.11. No significant differences in satisfaction were found between the basic and
the ear, and the basic and the navigation interfaces.
General Comments
The general comments from participants can be divided into eight categories: usability,
visual elements, audio elements, organisation, audioSphere, timeline, and prediction.
Usability. Most participants considered all three interfaces easy to use. This is reflected
in the Likert scores.
Visual elements. The visual elements that were appreciated were the zooming and
panning of the workspace. The map offered a good overview, but few users used the click
and the pan features available. IListen was appreciated, although a suggestion to improve
this feature was to gradually change the background colour depending on how much of
an sound object was listened to (i.e., a sound object that was listened to for a short
period would be closer to white than one that had been listened to for a longer period).
This would have been especially helpful in the ear interface where the iListen status was
changed on hover. Many of the older participants (over 40’s category) requested larger
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font sizes for labels. This did not seem to be an issue for the younger participants. The
ability to manually re-label clusters was requested by some participants.
Audio elements. Participants liked the easy access to the audio content. Some pre-
ferred the click-to-hear, while others preferred audioSphere approach. Those preferring
the click-to-hear felt that the number of objects played simultaneously in the audio-
Sphere made it difficult to concentrate on any given object, and found it therefore more
confusing. There were also additional difficulties when using audioSphere in a large clus-
ter as the number of sounds playing was felt to be overwhelming. Comments for the
audiosphere were mixed. Some preferred to search with the feature on, and only when
a keyword had been found, listen to spoken word documents individually, while others
found the simultaneous presentation of several spoken word documents too confusing to
work with. In general, most participants felt that the maximum number of spoken word
documents they could listen to at once was around three. This number depended on
several factors, such as the position of the spoken word documents, the type of voice
(male, female), tone of voice (assertive, passive), and accent. Many felt that with a
longer training period, some of the experienced difficulties may be reduced.
Organisation. Most users provided comments on the organisation. Although many
felt that a spatial organisation was easy to use, some wanted to be able to manually
re-organise the collection for their own needs. Another suggestion was a dynamic re-
organisation of the collection depending on the search criteria.
Timeline. The timeline was not used by participants. Reasons for this included the
lack of a suitable task for it, that verifying information was not necessary, and that using
a spatial visual feature, such as zooming or dragging was easier, than using the timeline.
This concept is popular within browser-based organisations. Possibly because, in many
cases, only a small part of the collection can be viewed at once. With PAWS, participants
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had an overview of the organisation of the collection at all times. When participants were
asked why the feature was not used, they reported that the tasks given did not warrant
the use of such a feature.
Prediction. The prediction was used as a last resort. If a spoken word document could
not be found, then a participant may have tried to find it using the prediction feature.
A few participants felt that it was a good idea, but most did not think it provided an
accurate prediction, as they wanted to predict by object property (the ones they had
been listening to) instead of the category their previous choices belonged to. Possible
improvements for this feature include allowing participants to mark what sound objects
they would want the prediction to be based on, and using content instead of category
prediction. The prediction was used by most of the participants at least once. If a
prediction proved successful, participants would try to use it more often. However, if it
was unsuccessful, it was not used again. A few of the participants did not attempt to use
the feature, stating that an algorithm was not able to help them in this way. Confidence
in a feature to perform well appears to be a determining factor when choosing to use a
feature or not.
5.5 Discussion
The main findings of this experiment were that the audiosphere significantly improved
performance on known-item search task. The time spent listening to individual sound
objects also significantly decreased with the audioSphere. This indicates that presenting
several spoken word documents simultaneously improves performance when users know
exactly what they are looking for. The feature may be more useful in a personal collection.
In the organisation and re-find experiment, the time taken to re-find a known-item in
a collection of 20 was on average 36 seconds for the extended audio version, and the
collection needed to be organised first (on average 10 minutes). In PAWS II a similar
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known-item task took 1 minute 42 seconds in a collection of 200 objects. It is expected
that the increase in size of a collection by a factor of 10, and the fact that the collection
was unknown to the user, would play a significant role. However, it appears that under
similar circumstances (i.e., both collections were the same size), the PAWS II ear version
would fare better than PAWS I.
Again, it was highlighted that seeking tasks within a spoken word collection are
performed significantly slower than in text-based collections. On average, participants
listened to a sound object for five seconds before deciding if it was relevant. Scanning a
text document for relevant details takes less time.
5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter described PAWS II. In order to reduce the time taken to explore collections,
different features were designed: audiosphere, timeline, predictions, and ilisten. These
were combined with more traditional visualisation techniques of panning, zooming, and
multiple views of information. The experiment confirmed that using audiosphere sig-
nificantly reduced the time taken to complete known-item tasks, and reduced times for
browsing tasks. Although the timeline and prediction features were used less, many par-
ticipants agreed that the ideas seemed relevant, but that more development was required
before they were usable. An analysis of the paths, showed that different strategies for
seeking information were apparent. Common techniques were to first listen to spoken
word documents randomly to get a mental model of the space prior to seeking, systematic
seeking and semi-systematic seeking. In all cases, location-based finding was employed.
This could have been due to the lack of availability of a query-based search engine.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This work focused on supporting seeking tasks within spoken word collections. Advan-
tages in gathering spoken word as an information resource have been known for some
time, but the difficulty in accessing the spoken word within collections after it has been
recorded meant that much of the gathered information has been transferred to text. In-
stead, the aim of this work was to maintain spoken word information in its audio form,
and improve access to spoken word collections. A strength of this work was to focus
on understanding and supporting the strategies and behaviours of individuals when per-
forming seeking tasks, instead of replicating those strategies and behaviours. This lead
to investigating ways in which to support organisation, navigation and seeking within
collections. The approach that followed tackled the issues of supporting seeking tasks
within spoken word collections by presenting the spoken word collection as a spatial
organisation and visualisation, and including supportive playback and navigation fea-
tures. Combining audio and visual modalities within the interface aimed to improve the
accessibility of spoken word collections.
6.1 Contributions
The main findings of this research are as follows:
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1. Simultaneous presentation of spoken word documents significantly improves per-
formance in known-item search tasks.
2. Abstract audio cues that are used to describe properties within a spoken word
document significantly decreased performance in known-item search tasks.
3. Organisation is an important sub-task in personal information management tools.
The task of organising reduces the time spent looking for information. However,
time spent to manually organise a collection is high. Therefore, many users may
choose to not organise or maintain organisations.
4. Automatic organisations can be useful, providing adequate playback and navigation
cues are available.
6.2 Research Questions
This section describes to what extent the research questions posed in Chapter 1.2 have
been answered.
6.2.1 What Seeking Tasks and Strategies Need To Be Sup-
ported?
This research area was focused on identifying seeking tasks, and frequent strategies.
RQ1: Identify possible seeking tasks relevant to spoken word collections.
It was speculated that seeking tasks and strategies commonly employed for spoken word
collections would be similar to those used in text and music collections. This was based
on the assumptions that spoken word and text shared a lexical information, and that
music and spoken word shared the medium it is presented in (i.e., audio). It was also
assumed that seeking behaviours in collections would be similar regardless of the type
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of information being explored. The seeking tasks were generally described as either
searching or browsing. More precisely, the tasks were identified as known-item, existence,
exhaustive, and exploratory tasks. All tasks are applicable to both public and personal
collections.
The study from Chapter 2 described common seeking tasks within personal music
collections as either known-item or exploratory. A frequent task was to create a playlist;
an exact match was not necessary. This indicated the usefulness of designing a tool that
would support exploratory (browsing) tasks as well as known-item (searching) tasks.
Exhaustive and existence seeking tasks were not described by participants in the study.
This may be in part due to users being familiar with their collections.
RQ2: Identify possible seeking strategies frequently undertaken when seeking
spoken word information.
Common strategies for known-item and exploratory seeking tasks include query-based
searching, foraging, and location-based seeking. Query matching was not implemented
in either prototype.
There are differences when seeking information in visual or audio collections. In spo-
ken word collections, details such as tone of voice are difficult to search for. In both
experiments, participants reported remembering different voices, especially if they were
distinctive. In the second experiment, when asked to find as many spoken word docu-
ments related to Scotland as possible, native English speakers reported they listened to
the speakers’ accents. If a speaker appeared to be Scottish, they listened further to know
if the spoken word document was relevant. Searching for audio properties is not possible
with present query-based search engines. To support this type of searching, multi-hear
and, later, audiosphere were designed to present several audio documents simultaneously.
Both experiments demonstrated that spoken word collections much longer to search as
long as they remain in audio form. A comparison of known-item search task in the or-
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ganisation and re-find experiment was compared to a similar study for webpages, the
time taken to find a correct spoken word document is approximately five times longer
than that of a webpage.
Naturally, listening behaviours are an important aspect of seeking within audio col-
lections. Observations in both experiments showed that participants listened briefly
(approximately 5 seconds) to spoken word documents before deciding if they were rele-
vant. This implies that if the wanted information is not heard in the first few seconds,
the spoken word document may be discarded without further listening. Therefore, it
may be assumed that the more patient users are, the more likely they are to find relevant
information. This again highlights the need to explore methods to improve access to an
individual spoken word documents.
In both experiments, three strategies of browsing were apparent.
1. Random selection of clusters before completing search tasks in order to gain content
overview of the collection.
2. Jump to expected location, search systematically within cluster (similar to location-
based searching).
3. Jump to expected location, listen to a few spoken word documents to decide on
relevance. If nothing relevant is found, move to the next expected location.
The first strategy is similar to orienteering (described in Chapter 2). The second
strategy closely matches teleporting (Chap: 2), and the third strategy is a combination
of the two approaches. The choice of how to best approach a seeking task appeared to
depend on the participant.
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6.2.2 How To Support These Common Tasks Seeking Tasks and
Strategies
Chapter 3 provided an overview of spatial,visualisation, and standard search tools and
discussed different ways of employing them to support users’ individual organisation
strategies as well as browsing and searching type seeking tasks.
RQ3: How should a spoken word collection be organised?
Different types of users exist based on whether they organise their personal collections,
and if they maintain these collections once organised. These observations were also
found in studies on e-mail, electronic document, and physical document collections. For
this work, these groups were known as manual organisers, automatic organisers, and non-
organisers. In general, whether a collection was organised and maintained was a personal
choice based on the perceived usefulness of the activity. Similar findings showed that
when users organised a physical collection, spatial and emergent organisations were more
common, but within electronic collections, classifications were used more. This is perhaps
due to the file and folder system which is prevalent on most operating systems. The idea of
this work was to provide users with an access to tools that support spatial organisation
as this was expected to enhance their seeking abilities since spatial organisation is a
skill they had developed over many years. Of the 36 participants, only one reported to
preferring classifications and lists. All participants were able to use the tools successfully
following a short training period. In the seeking experiment, some participants reported
that the spatial layout gave additional information about the collection and encouraged
them to browse more. The size of the clusters also indicated how long it would take to
listen to a cluster.
The two experiments in this work considered two types of user groups: those who
used manual and those who used automatic organisation. The organisation and re-find
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experiment began by participants organising a small collection of spoken word documents
(20) and then completing re-find tasks. Participants completed this experiment twice
(on different versions of PAWS). Participants took significantly longer to organise the
collection in the second attempt than in the first. Re-find times were shorter in the
second attempt than in the first, but not significantly so. This indicates that the time
taken to organise a collection would affect the re-find time. A number of organisation
strategies were employed to organise a collection of 20 spoken word documents. Three
factors were found: use of space, alignment and organisation property. Again, this
implies that organisation schemes are personal, and have developed over a period of
time to suit a preferred seeking behaviour. Around half of the group decided to change
their organisation strategy in the second attempt. This suggests that they felt that
organisation was important, and that they had not reached an optimal strategy in the
first attempt. However, the cost in terms of time to organise was high (around 9 minutes
for 20 objects). For those users where organising is an effective stage in analysing data
(such as in the case of sense-making tasks), this is perhaps a viable option. However,
for those users with large collections, investing the time to organise is not realistic, and
probably not desirable.
In the seeking experiment, the spoken word collection (200 objects) was organised
automatically based on category similarity. However, at the end of the experiment,
many of the participants commented that they would have liked the opportunity to re-
organise part of the collection manually to suit their own needs. Another suggestion was
to have dynamically changing views of the collection in order to highlight the relationships
between the spoken word documents more effectively. In view of this, a combination of
automatically and manually organisation techniques should be explored.
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RQ4: What features support the different seeking tasks and strategies?
This research focused on supporting known-item and exhaustive search tasks. Instead
of using query-based searching, the work focused on improving the accessibility of the
collection, and in the case of PAWS strengthening memory cues. In the case of PAWS II,
additional navigation and playback features were introduced to support location-based
search strategies. As location-based searching had been highlighted as one of the most
used strategies, the tools focused on improving this. Visualisations have been shown to
support browsing effectively by providing different views of information. Therefore, this
organisation style was chosen for PAWS and PAWS II.
In the case of re-find tasks, the most common strategy for locating information was
location-based searching. This meant looking for information where it was expected to
be. This strategy was common in both experiments. Query-based searching relied on
users knowing the “right” information, and frequently this was not the case. In terms
of spoken word documents, types of information that may be remembered are, amongst
others, the tone of voice, and accent. These are difficult to search for with query-based
searching. Finally, linear search as employed either once a suitable starting location had
been found, or as a last resort.
For finding tasks, depending on how well the wanted information could be articulated,
or if an exact file name was known, a query search provided an answer quickly. However, if
an information need was more difficult to articulate, common strategies included looking
in a collection that was thought to contain the answers, and refining the search from that
point.
RQ5:How can the audio medium be used to best effect within a tool?
Being able to listen to the audio content quickly was highlighted in several studies as
an important factor for retrieval within audio collections. Different audio features were
implemented in both PAWS and PAWS II. In PAWS the use of abstract audio cues
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detracted from ability to re-find information successfully. This may have been due to
learning factors. However, it may indicate that abstract audio has a learning cost, and
users prefer to use visual cues. The most successful audio feature of PAWS was the multi-
hear. It allowed users to listen to more than one document at once. This feature was
refinded in PAWS II and results showed that users were significantly faster while using
audiosphere for known-item seeking tasks. However, this was less effective for browsing
type tasks, as the amount of audio information overloaded the user. For browsing tasks
hover-to-hear provided better results.
Perhaps the use of abstract audio cues to describe audio information is less useful than
using abstract audio cues to describe other forms of information, such as multi-variate
statistical information. A further test using a different information type, such as highly
complex visual data could clarify this issue further.
6.3 Limitations
A limitation for this research was the lack of a suitable specialist user group. These lead
to a number of issues that affected the research: firstly, a lack of research that discussed
seeking behaviours within spoken word documents: secondly, a lack of participants for
the experiments;, finally, the inability to use observational techniques to fully understand
how seeking was implemented in a collection.
In order to minimize the impact of a lack of prior research within spoken word col-
lection seeking, two similar information collections, music and text, were used in order
to give a reasonable starting point. Text and spoken word are similar in the way that
information is presented through natural language. Music and spoken word are similar
because they are both delivered in the audio medium. Therefore, it is expected that com-
bining research in the areas of text and music seeking would provide a reasonable starting
point for understanding seeking within spoken word collections. The tools discussed in
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Chapter 3 focused for the most part on text and music retrieval. However, it is expected
that many of the techniques described may be applied to spoken word collections. The
number of users who have a spoken word collection is assumed to be greater now already
than at the start of this research, so conducting similar experiments now and comparing
them to the results from this work may show the development of strategies.
To minimize the impact of the lack of a user group, all studies used participants
who were experienced in seeking within either text or music collections or both. It is
anticipated that as the availability of spoken word collections increases, a user group
will emerge. This user group will probably have prior experience of searching for both
text and music documents, and the strategies and behaviours used will be based on their
experiences of seeking within other types of collections. Naturally, it was not possible
to investigate seeking within users’ personal collections. Therefore, in both empirical
experiments, the spoken word collections were unknown to all participants.
6.4 Future Work
A number of issues have been highlighted in this work. Firstly, the number and variety of
strategies and behaviours observed in this study implies that tools that provide one style
of organisation are unlikely to support all users in their tasks. Experiments comparing
manual, automatic, and no organisation tools may help to provide recommendations on
how information spaces may be best personalised towards users. Perhaps the use of
better navigation support and better accessibility to audio may mean that one type of
automatic organisation could be used.
Secondly, increasing the speed at which an individual spoken word document can be
listened to may reduce the time taken to decide if a found file was relevant or not. On
average, users listened to a file for five seconds before deciding on its relevance. In some
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cases, spoken word documents can last for hours. The fields of content extraction may
provide possible solutions for this area.
Thirdly, the results provided in the experiments considered small and personal col-
lections, but how could this be adapted to suit large public collections? At present, most
spoken word collections are presented as classifications (usually by genre). Would the
use of spatial representations improve browsing tasks? A recognised problem of spatial
organisation is that as a collection increases, and the number of relationships between the
individual spoken documents increase, the resulting visualisations may be too complex
for users to interact with. Studies looking at large collections may provide answers to
this issue.
Appendix A
Appendix - Organise and Re-find
Experiment
A.1 Instructions for PAWS - Basic Audio
A.1.1 Features
Sound objects
A sound object (see Fig. A.1) contains a spoken word document. It can be moved either
in the viewport or in the map, by clicking and dragging to a new position. To listen,
either on the viewport or the map, click to select (icon will turn orange) and press play
on the audio control. To stop, click to select then press stop. If a sound object is already
playing when play is pressed for another sound object, the first sound object will stop.
Figure A.1: Icon of a sound object.
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Landmarks
A landmark (see Fig. A.2) is a stationary object. It is represented by a blue square on
the map.
Figure A.2: Icon of a Landmark object.
Workspace
The workspace is your working space. It shows part of the possible area (universe). To
navigate, “click and drag” within the workspace. If the cursor is positioned on top of a
sound object, the sound object will be repositioned. If not, the workspace will move.
Map
The map shows all of the possible workspace. Blue square represent landmarks, and
orange squares represent sound objects. A green rectangle represents the workspace’s
position. To navigate, click and drag within the green rectangle to move the workspace’s
position, or click and drag on top of sound objects to move their position.
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A.2 Instructions for PAWS - Extended Audio
A.2.1 Features
Sound objects
A sound object (see Fig. A.3) contains a spoken word document. It can be moved either
in the workspace or in the map, by clicking and dragging to a new position. To listen,
either on the workspace or the map, click to select (icon will turn orange) and press play
on the audio control. To stop, click to select then press stop. If a sound object is already
playing when play is pressed for another sound object, the first sound object will stop.
It is also possible to listen to a sound object by hovering over it. The icon turns red in
both the map and workspace when a sound is playing.
Figure A.3: Icon of a sound object.
Landmarks
A landmark (see Fig. A.4) is a stationary object. It is represented by a blue square on the
map. To add a sound to a landmark, click on the landmark button in the audio control,
and attach a sound to the landmark. To listen to the landmark, either hover over it, or
select and press play on the control panel. Hovering over a landmark causes the nearest
five sound objects to play. All objects playing are turned red in the viewport and map.
Figure A.4: Icon of a Landmark object.
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Workspace
The workspace is your working space. It shows part of the possible area (universe). To
navigate, “click and drag” within the workspace. If the cursor is positioned on top of a
sound object, the sound object will be repositioned. If not, the workspace will move.
Map
The map shows all of the possible workspace. Blue squares represent landmarks, and
orange squares represent sound objects. A green rectangle represents the workspace’s
position. To navigate, click and drag within the green rectangle to move the workspace’s
position, or click and drag on top of sound objects to move their position.
Audio Control
The audio control allows different parts of the sound object to be played. Content refers
to only the spoken word to be played. For number, When there is only once voice in
the excerpt, one voice plays, if there is more than one voice, a mixture of voices play
simultaneously. For length, a short sound means the excerpt is short, a long sound means
the excerpt is long. Click on the boxes to select which aspect to listen to. It is possible
to listen to more than one.
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A.3 Tasks for Organise and Re-find Experiment
A.3.1 Organise
• Click “Add it”. A new sound object will appear on the workspace. Listen to the
spoken word document as often as necessary. Position accordingly. Repeat until
all 20 sound objects have been added and organised on your workspace. You may
listen and reposition other sound objects as required.
• Attention should be paid to both the content and audio properties of the sound
object.
• You should organise in such a way that you will be able to re-find different sound
objects quickly.
A.3.2 Re-find a Specific Sound Object
After listening to the wanted sound (as often as needed) find the sound in your workspace.
Click to select and then click “Found” once you have found it. This task is repeated five
times.
A.3.3 Re-find a Group of Related Objects, Topic and Sound
Properties
Find as many sound objects as possible related to a written description. When a sound
is related, click to select, and press “Add”. When you have found everything that is
related, press “Complete”. This task is repeated five times.
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A.4 Screen shots for Organisation Task
Grouped into sets, ordered by participants.
Figure A.5: Set 1 organisations
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Figure A.6: Set 2 organisations.
Appendix B
Raw Data for Exp. 1
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Participant Order (basic/extended) Basic audio Extended audio
1 2/1 407 465
2 1/2 424 555
3 2/1 522 127
4 2/1 806 859
5 1/2 320 414
6 2/1 591 365
7 2/1 312 315
8 1/2 390 863
9 1/2 456 708
10 1/2 735 473
11 1/2 337 619
12 1/2 621 823
13 2/1 903 856
14 1/2 525 865
15 2/1 524 594
16 2/1 782 65
17 1/2 530 501
18 2/1 218 277
Table B.1: Times taken to organise 20 objects in both basic and audio versions. All
results given in seconds.
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Participant Basic audio Extended audio
Time Error Time Error
1 14 1.00 17 1.00
2 20 1.00 32 1.00
3 33 1.00 70 1.00
4 18 1.00 44 1.00
5 39 1.00 22 1.00
6 31 1.00 43 1.00
7 32 1.00 97 1.00
8 17 1.00 38 1.00
9 44 1.00 54 1.00
10 24 1.00 36 1.00
11 19 1.00 25 1.00
12 25 1.00 26 1.00
13 26 1.00 38 1.00
14 23 1.00 22 1.00
15 15 1.00 21 1.00
16 38 1.00 33 1.00
17 51 1.00 35 1.00
18 16 1.00 22 1.00
Table B.2: Times and error rates from Task 1. Times in seconds and error rates in
number correct.
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Participant Basic audio Extended audio
Time (s) Num. found Time(s) Num. found
1 105 5.00 41 4.00
2 24 3.33 89 2.67
3 142 4.00 226 2.33
4 149 2.33 121 2.67
5 48 3.67 119 2.67
6 86 3.33 112 3.67
7 59 4.00 65 3.33
8 45 5.70 115 3.00
9 48 4.67 67 3.33
10 55 4.33 51 3.67
11 61 4.33 124 4.67
12 22 4.00 94 3.00
13 308 4.00 92 3.00
14 17 4.33 83 3.67
15 73 3.67 49 4.00
16 173 5.33 105 2.67
17 87 3.33 81 2.00
18 44 3.33 94 1.33
Table B.3: Times and error rates from Task 2. Times in seconds and error rates in
number correct.
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Participant Basic audio Extended audio
Time (s) Num. found Time (s) Num. found
1 133 5.00 99 5.00
2 32 3.00 66 4.00
3 163 6.50 102 4.50
4 45 9.00 22 4.50
5 132 3.00 72 3.50
6 21 4.50 81 4.50
7 98 2.50 99 3.00
8 99 3.50 90 3.00
9 74 5.00 148 1.50
10 94 4.00 96 3.00
11 86 3.00 119 8.00
12 41 3.50 93 3.50
13 397 6.50 257 7.00
14 24 2.50 96 3.50
15 120 2.50 108 4.00
16 204 5.00 126 4.00
17 67 2.00 83 4.50
18 90 2.50 45 5.50
Table B.4: Times and number found from Task 3. Times in seconds, and error rates in
number correct.
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Participant Basic audio Extended audio
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
1 3 4 3 1 4 2 4 4 1 4
2 5 3 2 2 4 5 3 2 2 4
3 2 3 2 2 5 4 2 4 2 4
4 5 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 2 4
5 5 3 4 1 4 3 4 4 2 4
6 3 3 3 1 2 1 4 5 1 4
7 2 1 3 1 4 4 3 5 1 5
8 4 3 4 1 5 3 4 4 1 4
9 2 4 2 1 4 2 3 3 3 3
10 4 5 3 2 4 5 5 5 2 5
11 4 3 3 2 5 4 4 3 2 4
12 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 4
13 3 4 3 1 2 4 4 3 2 4
14 2 3 5 1 3 4 3 4 1 3
15 4 4 4 1 4 5 4 4 1 5
16 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 4
17 2 3 4 1 4 2 2 4 4 5
18 4 4 3 1 3 4 4 4 1 4
Table B.5: Likert questions for re-find experiment.
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Appendix - Seeking Experiment
C.1 Instructions UI B
• Audio Positioning: The volume of the sound depends on where the spoken word
document you are listening to is in comparison to where you are in the workspace.
A spoken word document playing outside the workspace will be quieter than one
playing inside the workspace.
• Colours in Spoken word documents: The colours in the different spoken word
document show what and how many categories the spoken word document belongs
to. The background colour (iListen) of a spoken word document changes to show
what has been listened to.
• Clustering: Spoken word documents are grouped by topic. If a spoken word
document belongs in 2 categories, it will be grouped in a different cluster to that
of spoken word documents that belong in one category or the other.
• Zooming: Use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. It is necessary to click on the
main view first before zooming will work.
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• To move workspace: Either drag the white rectangle in the map, or click on
blank space in the workspace and drag.
• To listen to a spoken word document: Move the mouse over a spoken word
document and click.
• To stop playback: Click anywhere in the blank space of the workspace, or select
another spoken word document to listen to.
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C.2 Instructions UI E
• Audio Positioning: The volume of the sound depends on where the spoken word
document you are listening to is in comparison to where you are in the workspace.
A spoken word document playing outside the workspace will be quieter than one
playing inside the workspace.
• Colours in Spoken word documents: The colours in the different spoken word
document show what and how many categories the spoken word document belongs
to. The background colour (iListen) of a spoken word document changes to show
what has been listened to.
• Clustering: Spoken word documents are grouped by topic. If a spoken word
document belongs in 2 categories, it will be grouped in a different cluster to that
of spoken word documents that belong in one category or the other.
• Zooming: Use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. It is necessary to click on the
main view first before zooming will work.
• To move workspace: Either drag the white rectangle in the map, or click on
blank space in the workspace and drag.
• To listen to a spoken word document: Move the mouse over a spoken word
document and click.
• To stop playback: Click anywhere in the blank space of the workspace, or select
another spoken word document to listen to.
• “Audiosphere”: The audiosphere allows more than one spoken word document
to be played at one time. This is represented visually by a blue bubble around the
mouse pointer (which turns into an ear when activated). Spoken word documents
closer to the centre of the ear are louder than those further away. Only spoken word
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documents within the blue radius are played. The audiosphere is only available in
the main view. To activate and deactivate the audiosphere use the “right” button
on the mouse.
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C.3 Instructions UI N
• Audio Positioning: The volume of the sound depends on where the spoken word
document you are listening to is in comparison to where you are in the workspace.
A spoken word document playing outside the workspace will be quieter than one
playing inside the workspace.
• Colours in Spoken word documents: The colours in the different spoken word
document show what and how many categories the spoken word document belongs
to. The background colour (iListen) of a spoken word document changes to show
what has been listened to.
• Clustering: Spoken word documents are grouped by topic. If a spoken word
document belongs in 2 categories, it will be grouped in a different cluster to that
of spoken word documents that belong in one category or the other.
• Zooming: Use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. It is necessary to click on the
main view first before zooming will work.
• To move workspace: Either drag the white rectangle in the map, or click on
blank space in the workspace and drag.
• To listen to a spoken word document: Move the mouse over a spoken word
document and click.
• To stop playback: Click anywhere in the blank space of the workspace, or select
another spoken word document to listen to.
• Highlighting: When you are exploring and before a decision is made, the map can
show the different possibilities. When navigating, the current spoken word docu-
ment is highlighted using a square marker and a red path shows the history. When
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exploring the predictions, a round marker is used. In general, when something is
highlighted, pressing “enter” moves to that location on the screen.
• Selection: To select a spoken word document, click on it. This adds it to the
history, and provides new predictions for it.
• Back/Forward: Press “←” to move back. press “→” to move forward. To move
to that object press “Enter”
• Predictions: Predictions are based on previous choices. To get a predictions press
“↑”. The cluster the prediction comes from is marked with a circle on the mini-map.
To move to the prediction press “enter”.
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C.4 Demographic Questionnaire
1. Name(For reference only):
2. age (circle appropriate):
• Under 20
• 20 - 30
• 30 - 40
• Over 40
3. Native language:
4. Level of musical training:
5. Level of experience with spatial organisation tools. If experience, what
tools used?:
6. Level of experience with spoken audio (e.g. podcasts, radio interviews,
etc). If experience, what tools used?:
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C.5 Questionnaire to UI B
C.5.1 Satisfaction
Answer the following questions using a scale between 1 - 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree)
Question 1 2 3 4 5
It was easy to navigate around the information
It was easy to find relevant objects
The interface was easy to use
There is too much information on the screen
I enjoyed using this interface
C.5.2 General
1. What were the good points of this interface?
2. What could be done to improve this interface?
3. Strategies used for finding relevant information.
4. Any further comments
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C.6 Questionnaire to UI E
C.6.1 Satisfaction
Answer the following questions using a scale between 1 - 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree )
Question 1 2 3 4 5
It was easy to navigate around the information
It was easy to find relevant objects
The interface was easy to use
There is too much information on the screen
I enjoyed using this interface
C.6.2 General
1. When using the “audiosphere” there was too many sounds
2. The “audiosphere” was helpful
3. What were the good points of this interface?
4. What could be done to improve this interface?
5. Strategies for finding relevant information.
6. Any further comments
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C.7 Questionnaire to UI N
C.7.1 Satisfaction
Answer the following questions using a scale between 1 - 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree)
Question 1 2 3 4 5
It was easy to navigate around the information
It was easy to find relevant objects
The interface was easy to use
There is too much information on the screen
I enjoyed using this interface
C.7.2 General
1. The back/forward navigation was helpful
2. The predictions were helpful
3. What were the good points of this interface?
4. What could be done to improve this interface?
5. Strategies used for finding relevant information.
6. Any further comments
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C.8 Ending Questions
• Which interface was easiest to use? Why?
• Which interface was most annoying to use? Why
• Any additional comments:
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Participant Basic Ear Navigation
Time (s) Error Time (s) Error Time (s) Error
1 55 0 223 2 454 0
2 239 0 127 2 96 1
3 73 2 70 3 56 3
4 469 0 90 2 73 3
5 208 3 284 2 209 3
6 400 0 117 3 215 3
7 356 1 115 3 455 2
8 195 3 475 2 152 3
9 184 3 371 0 132 3
10 87 3 249 2 318 0
11 143 3 379 2 400 1
12 177 3 200 3 202 3
13 573 3 284 1 371 3
14 128 3 284 3 46 2
15 180 3 324 2 147 3
16 170 3 84 3 127 3
17 119 3 37 3 76 3
18 46 3 386 3 257 2
Table D.1: Task 1 time (in seconds) and error rate (number of correct objects found).
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Participant Basic Ear Navigation
Error Error Error
1 2 0 3
2 2 1 4
3 3 7 1
4 9 2 7
5 5 5 1
6 8 1 2
7 2 1 11
8 0 5 7
9 2 3 3
10 6 7 9
11 2 3 3
12 3 6 4
13 2 5 3
14 2 2 3
15 2 1 7
16 0 3 1
17 6 6 4
18 3 4 3
Table D.2: Error rate (number of correct objects found).
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Participant Basic Ear Navigation
Time (s) Error Time (s) Error Time (s) Error
1 290 0 235 0 182 0
2 12 0 79 0 229 0
3 98 0 46 1 414 0
4 181 1 83 1 9 1
5 504 1 386 0 322 0
6 298 1 107 1 220 1
7 152 1 0 0 110 1
8 202 0 103 0 335 1
9 225 0 126 1 226 1
10 149 0 60 0 14 1
11 260 1 243 1 78 1
12 46 1 12 1 13 1
13 567 1 176 1 62 1
14 65 1 40 1 45 1
15 42 0 236 1 133 1
16 309 1 110 1 173 1
17 35 1 6 1 26 1
18 53 1 65 1 69 1
Table D.3: Task 3 time (in seconds) and error rate (number of correct objects found).
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Participant Basic Ear Navigation
Time (s) Error Time (s) Error Time (s) Error
1 257 1 210 0 41 1
2 123 1 156 1 192 1
3 210 1 17 1 5 1
4 12 1 56 0 99 0
5 64 1 129 1 14 0
6 267 1 196 0 164 0
7 8 1 9 0 7 1
8 30 0 155 1 8 1
9 6 1 318 1 196 1
10 6 1 150 1 54 1
11 119 1 15 1 115 1
12 319 0 13 1 96 1
13 16 0 19 1 8 1
14 107 1 67 1 100 1
15 124 1 60 0 8 1
16 9 1 83 1 10 0
17 3 1 4 1 5 1
18 6 1 8 1 9 1
Table D.4: Task 4 time (in seconds) and error rate (number of correct objects found, 1
= correct, 0 = wrong).
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Participant Basic Ear Navigation
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
1 4 2 3 1 2 4 3 4 1 4 3 3 4 1 3
2 1 2 5 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 5 2 1 4 2
3 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 4
4 4 2 5 1 2 5 3 5 1 5 2 3 4 3 2
5 4 5 5 2 4 4 3 4 1 4 4 3 4 2 4
6 4 2 5 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 3
7 5 3 5 2 4 5 2 4 2 4 5 3 4 2 4
8 5 4 5 2 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 5 4 4
9 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 3 4 2 3
10 4 4 4 1 5 4 3 5 1 5 5 3 5 1 5
11 4 4 4 1 5 4 3 4 1 4 4 4 5 2 4
12 3 2 4 5 2 3 3 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 2
13 5 4 5 2 5 5 4 5 2 1 5 5 5 1 4
14 5 4 5 3 4 5 5 4 3 5 5 3 4 3 4
15 4 3 5 3 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 1 5
16 5 2 5 3 3 4 2 5 1 5 5 1 5 3 3
17 4 3 4 1 3 5 5 5 1 5 4 4 4 2 4
18 2 3 3 2 5 3 3 3 2 5 3 3 3 2 5
Table D.5: Likert questions for seeking experiment.
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